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mencement Set Band Judged Superior
Thursday, May At State Music Event
At Fredonia

Butler Iligh School music pupils woe 13 superior ratings, seven astoellents and one good rat°laureate Service
ing out of the 21 contests entered
in the State Music Festival held
25 Seniors To Be
in Bowling Green Friday and
d Sunday, May 11, Saturday, April 25-26.
The band was judged superSchool Auditorium
ior for both contest numbers and
onia High School began sight reading. Besides the two
graduation event with the band superiors, eight senior high
junior-senior b a req u e t and three junior high entries 'renight, April 25, in the. ceived superior ratings.
Five sersior high entries *on
school gymnasium. The
activities will close when -excellent ratings, and two junior
'ors receive their diplomas high entries were judged exeblgraduation exercises which lent, while the one good rating
gin at 8 p. m. Thursday,
5.
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W. B. Watts, pastor of
• Baptist Church in Fre.11 deliver the baccalaueiress at 8 p. m. Sunday,
1, in the high school audiaccording to Prirsipal
,1015.
a Tuesday night, May 13,
as will present a three
,ay entitled "Hi-Flyers."
of the play is one of
utics, and Mr. Nichols desit as "very colorful." Class
is the occasion for the preon of this play, at which
will be no admissiors charge.
aledictorians Margaret
n and Mary Askew and saBar bara Cartwright
liver their respective adat the Class night proMr. Nichols said.
commencement exercises,
led for 8 p. m. Thursday,
15, will feature Professor
Henson, of Murray State
as the principal speaker.
e other scheduled senior
is the annual senior trip
will be May 19 and 20. Mr.
rs. Guy Niehols and Mrs.
Rice will accompany the
The destination has n o t
ended upon.
onia graduating seniors

Local Soldier Is
Picked To Witness
Atomic Explosion
Thomas Tandy Is One
Of 2,000 Marines To
Take Part In Latest
Series Of Atom Tests
Marine Private First Class
Thomas E. Tandy, 20-year-old son
of Mr, and Mrs. C. S. Tandy, of
210 Grace street, Princeton, was
to witness an atomic explosion
Tuesday, and then joined in a
mock assault on an objective near
the center of the atomic impact
area.
He was one of 2,000 Marines
to take Part in the latest series
of atornic tests to be held at the

Askew, Barbara Austin,
Burton, Clinton Beavers,
Louise Caeada, Barbara
ght, Lewis Felker, Leo
Mary Howton, Barbara
Bertram Jones, Leroy MeMarion Phelps, !Eleanor
and Ella Jean Ray.
Rice, Evelyn Riley, Nancy
tty Rowland, John Turlinda Villines, Jeanette
. THOMAS E. TANDY
Joletta Seckner and JacCornrnissiors
Atomic E ne r
Yandell
Proving Grounds at Camp Desert
Rock, Nev
mitted; 22 Are
The exercise was to include
training in operations employing
d At Hospital
the use of atomic weapons, the
were 21 patients admithandling and use of equipment
the Caldwell County War
exposed to an atomic explosion,
al Hospital and 22 dismiss
and the rxwest developments in
m Tuesday, April 22, to
physical protection.
Pfc. Tandy is a member of a
admitted were Mrs. Helprovisional battalion of Marines
aker, Ben Rowlarai, Mrsi,
from Camp Pendleton, Calif.,
Luse Davenport, Eddywhich with a battalion from
rs. Betty Crowder, Mrs.
Camp Lejeune;—N. C., was flown
Duriean, Mrs. Madie
desert site to participate
Mrs. Margie tlift, Miss to 'the
in atomic attack problems.
Thomas, Mrs. Dorothy
Young Tandy enlisted in the
reeman Ritter, Mrs. Mae
Marine Corps or. Nov 28. 1951.
arol Ray Neisz, Kenneth
awson Springs; Teresa
Robert Stephenson,
metta Brandon, Mrs. Jean
Mrs. Evelyrs Fletcher,
cDaniel, Mrs. Elizabeth
, Hopkinsville, and Willie
colored,
Resident Was A Native
dismissed were Mrs. Helsaker and infant, Ben
Of Henderson; He Was
• Mrs. Mary Louise Dayand infant, of Eddyville; In Tobacco Business
tty Crowder, Rosa B.
Funeral services for John ShelMrs. Madie Glass, Miss by Williams, who died WedeesThomas, Freeman Ritter, day, April 23, at his home on N.
Keeneth Sisk, Dawson Seminary street, were conducted
Robert Stephenson, Mrs. at the Morgan Funeral Home at
Fletcher and infant, Mrs. 10:30 a. m. Friday by the Rev.
atterson and infant, Mrs. Floyd A. Loperfido, pastor of the
Lamb and infant, Kutta- Central Presbyterian Church. Burny Glass, Mrs. Elizabeth
ial was in the Cedar Hill CemeMrs. Alice Thomas, Dawtery.
arts. and Jerry Don McA native of Henderson, Henderson county, Mr. Williams had
been associated with the procesFUNERAL
sir.g and sale of tobacco most of
those from out-of-town his lifetime. The last company he
g the funeral of John represented was Gallagher Limilliams were E. B. Mar- ited. He also had represented
homa City, Oklahoma': companies in Kuttawa, Paducah,
artin, Metropolis, III.; M. Henderson, Owensboro and Ones and David Wiser, tario, Canada. He 'was a member
Henderson: Mrs. G. P. of St. Paul's Episcopal Church.
Mrs C. L. Hayes and
Survivors include his wife, the
a Tandy, all of Dawson former Miss Besse Martin, of
Mrs. D. J. Monarch and Princeton; a son, Jack T., and
onarch, both of Owens- graedson, Jack Shelby. both of
and Mrs. C. A. Rogers, Henderson; thiee sisters, Misses
lie; Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Sallie, Annie and Mary Williams,
d Mrs. S. J. Craig, all and a brother, I. S. Williams, all
at; J. E. Hillyard, Fre- of Henderson.
.si Mrs. Margaret CarnaBearers were James ShrewsMrs. Frances Henry, both bury, Willard Moore, Dr. C. H.
Jaggers, John E. Young, George
ldred and Hillery Barnett.
aria Lefan has returnee
do.g the winter at Long
Mc. and Mrs. Richard Morgan
sill, with her husband, were in Paducah Monday an d
fee
Tuesday of last week and attended the Rotary Convention at Kene Mrs. William Hughey tucky Dam Village.
uraeil from Russellville,
e t v were called beDr. and Mrs. Frank T. Linton
and death of have returned from a stay at TucW E Bryan,
son, Arizona&

Funeral Held For
John S. Williams 1

was given to a senior high entry.
Senior high pupils winning superior ratings were Joan Robleson, piano; Bob Hogan, cornet;
Ronnie Filer, clarinet; Billy Ferguson, drum; Martha Sue Gresham, flute; Chloe Ann Winters,
flute; Martha Sue Gresham,
Chloe Ann Winters, Patsy Quisenberry ars d Becky Humphries,
flute quartet, and 'Sue Cravens,
Vivian Moore, Dottie Boyd and
Nancy Murphy, twirling ensemble.
Junior high superiors were won
by Brenda yiler, al to clarinet;
Jimmie Catlett, baritone, and
Dottie Boyd, baton twirling. a_
Excellent 'fatless by senior
high pupils were Barbara Frelick, baton twirling; Julia Schwab, vocal solo; Julia Schwab,
Brenda Filer and Janet French,
vocal trio; Barbara Bishop, Sara.
Walker, Donna Boitnott and Janet French, saxaphone quartet, and
Ronnie Filer, Joars Robinson,
Becky Jake and Janet French,
clarinet quartet.
Junior high excellents were
James Hubbard, trombone, and
Sara Walker, alto saxaphone.
Mickey Cravens won a good rating with a vocal solo.
The two flute soloists, Martha
Sue Gresham and Chloe Ann
Wirsters, were the only two senior high flute soloists in the state
to win a superior rating.

Hilda Vinson Wins
The 18th Annual
Spelling Bee Here

Graduation Activities
At Butler High School
Are To Begin May 9

Margaret Mitchell Wins
Second Place Honors;
Annual Junior-Senior Banquet Is Scheduled For
21 Pupils Entered And
6:30 P. M. Friday, May 9; Baccalaureate To Be
Each Receive A Prize
. Held May 11 And Commencement Exercises May 15

Hilda Vinson, 14 year-oldThe senior tea has been schedEighty-seven Butler High
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rayare scheduled to uled for Monday, May 12, aed the
mond Vinson ared an eighth grade School seniors
stare graduation exercises with annual class night will follow on
pupil of Fredonia Junior High
annual jursiorasenior banquet Tueeday night, May 13, beginning
School, w o n the championship the
6:30 Friday night, May 9, at at 7:30. Katherine Hancock will
Saturday afternoors at the 28th at
t h e Ogden Memorial Methodist, deliver the valedictory address,
annual Caldwell County spelling
Butler Principal C. A. and June Oates will speak as
Church,
here,
courthouse
the
bee held at
class salutatorian.
announces.
Horn
office
it is announced from the
Other officere of class night
Other
senior
activities
which
et Superintendent Clifton Chit.
are historian, Ralph , Anderso/4
rites
lead
to
the
diploma-giving
'Ile* winner won by correctly
baccalaureate service, a lawyer, Bill Martin; grouch, Marspeleag "lubricate" and "motor". are the
senior
tea,
class night and com- jorie Hamby; prophet, Bobs HatMrs. Rea. ea M. Rice is teacher
exercises, in that raison; and giftorian, Sue Boyd.
meneement
of the eighsa grade at the Fr'eTh a commencement exercises
coder... .
dorsia school. '
Roswell Hooks, sors of' Mr. and will be held at 7:30 p. m. ThursWinner of secoua place honors
Mrs. R. Y. Hooks, will rePresent day, May 15, in the high school
TWINS FROM SIAM: A couple of baby girl twins from Thai- was Margaret Mitchtaa daughter
the host junior class as toastmas- auditorium. Dr. Mark Scully, suland pose for photographers as they arrive by ship at Los Ange- of Mr. and Mrs. Dallas 'Mitchell,
ter at the junior-senior banquet. perintendent of Paducah city
les enroute to a Nebraska circus. Elephant twins are as scientific Route 1, Princeton. She is ^, sevThe baccalaureate service, set schools, will deliver the princi350
about
set.,
%I.
but
already
weigh
at
Cobb
old
grade
pupil
year
enth
They're
only
a
rarity.
for 7:39 p. m. Sunday, May 11, in pal commencement address, acof
of
one
Mobley,
wife
FriendKandee
Jean
McCormick,
Mrs.
Betty
pounds each. With them is
tag Butler High School auditor- cording to Mr. Horn.
ship; Martha Clayton, White, and
their owners. (AP Wirephoto)
The graduatieg seniors are:
ium, will be the next event on
Traylor,
Bethany,
planed
Rebecca
Ralph Anderson, Marianna
the
.
duation
agenda'.
Rev.
gi
The
in third, fourth, and fifth places,
Earl Phelps, 'Pastor of the Cum- Adams, Don Ausenbaugh, Teddy
respectively..
berland - 'esbyteeian Churc h, Barnes, Charlotte Bevel, Barbara
Summer Store Closing
As champion of the spelling
will deliver he baccalaiireate ad- Bishop, Dorothy Blalock, Sue
bee, Hilda Virson won $25 in
Boyd, Iris Brandon, Moreland
To Begin Here Today
dress.
cash and a special certificate of
Crocker, Deward Davenport,
Members of the Princeton
honor. Other winners received
Marshall Etheridge, Jr., Wanda
Retail Merchants Association
cash awards and the other 16 William White Pilots
Farless Cunningham and Ronrsie
will observe Thursday afterentrants received $1 each. This Planes In North Korea
Filer.
noon closing, beginning toamount was contributed by the
Carl Flynn, Louard Franck,
Butler High Y-Teen
Princetonian Elected
day, May 1, and coretinuing
Retail Merchants Association and
Robert Franklin, Dema French,
and AugJuly
through
June,
NichSaul
Pogrotsky.
Mrs.
Guy
To Student Cabinet At
Marilu George, Donald Glass,
Member Will Be Among
ust, to give employees a halfols, English instructor at Fredonia
Margaret Glass, Sue Glass, J. E.
Vanderbilt University
holiday each week. One drug
3,000 Persons To Go
High School, was pronouncer
Gray, Martha Gresham, Wesley
store will remain open each
Fred Taylor, son of Mr. and
with Mrs. Louise Jor.es, Mrs. Lois
Grimes, Judy Haile, Wyndal
To The Convention
Mrs. .Rumsey B. Taylor, 704 LoThursday during this period.
Pettit and Levi Oliver serving as
Haile, Margie Hamby, Lucien
Patsy Quisenberry, Butler High judges.
cust street, was recently elected
Hall, Katherine flaincock, George
School Y-Teen member, daughter
to the general cabirxt of the
Entrants and the schools repre"Bobs" Harrelson III and Billy
Student Christian Association at Central Presbyterian
of r. and Mrs. Major S. Quisen- sented in the annual spelling bee
Hobby.
, 806 W. Main, has been included:
Vanderbilt University, according Church Will Sponsor
Marcella, Holloman, Joanna Jaele ed to attend the 19th Nationto an announcement from the
David Dunbar, Crider; Martha
cob, Becky Jake, Bernard Jones,
Pack
New
Cub
Scout
Young
al Convention of the
school.
Ruth Clayton; White; Jimmie
Jr., Betty Sue Jones, Billie KenThere will be a cub scout pack Women's Christian Association by
The Student Christian AssociaThomas, Piney Grove; Betty Jean
nedy, Ann KsmsJackie Koltinsky,
7:30 the Kentuckea District YWCA.,
meeting
at
organizational
tion has 1400 members among uriFriendship; Linda
McCormick,
Margaret Ladt, Sara Lamb
at the Cen- Mrs. Dana Snyder, Hazard, presidergraduate students on t h e p. m. Monday, May 5,
Lou Moore, Er.on, and Margaret
Phelps, Jerri Lane, Virginia LewChurch annex, dent of the Kentucky District
campus and carries on a varied tral Presbyterian
Mitchell, Cobb.
is, Billie Marti n, Carolyn Mcannouncement by YWCA, announces.
program of activities, including a according to an
Barbara Riley, Briarfield; ReGuirk, Kathryn McKinney a n d
Floyd Loperfido, pasThree other Y-Teen girls and becca Traylor, Bethany; Mar sh
book exchange market for t h e the Rev.
Joan Mitchell.
that church.
Kentucky YWCA executive di- Clift, Flatrock; Glenda Ann Claybenefit of all students, and week- tor of
Wieford Mitchell, June Oates,
Palmer Varxe, Cherokee Dis- reerr, Miss Eleanor Hughes. will
programs conducted by - slabton, Lewistown; William Milton,
Sue Oldham, Dimple Oliver,
scout eiecutive, will be press attend the convention with Patsy.
cabinets in each of the four class trict
Mt. Hebron; Reneleigh Young,
Pictured 1:above. is Marine First Freda Oliver McCracken, Hank
show a movie on "Scout- The meeting is to be held May
groups. The general cabinet in.- sent to
Sugar Creek; Joyce Canner, Good Lieutenant- William J. White, of Ortt, Jimmy Paris, Cecil Perrin,
All boys who 1-7 at the Conrad Hilton Hotel
eludes 15 members elected by the ing in the Home."
Spring; Lowell.Ray, Fafrnersville; Princeton, who stands beside the Margaret Young, Mary Peters
scouting work now, are in Chicago.
membership at large, who direct are not in
ahd Elizabeth Ann Ladd, junior Bell helicopter which he pilots Thorpe, Charles Phelps, Doris
to
attend.
A
new
cub
pack
urged
delegates,
in"More than 3,000
the program • and activities of the
high.
over North Korea, evacuating Pierce, Yvonne Reece, Jim Richis to be started here, according to cluding visitors from many of
organization.
Betty Jean Shar•ber, Eastside; wounded Marines and other Unit- X, and Glenn Robinson.
spon- the 65 foreign countries in. which
Loperfido.
It
will
be
Rev.
Taylor, a sophomore ir.a th e
Geradline Bogle, Hall; Shirley ed Nations Loops from front-line
Joan Robinson, Don Russell,
the Central Presbyter- the YWCA operates and 500 YVanderbilt College of Arts and sored by
Cash Morse, Quinn; Eugene Rog- positions. He recently completed Dot Russell, Shirley Ryan,
Church.
ian
Teens, will attend the convention, ers, Fredonia grade school; Hilda his 15th combat hop as a mem- Wayne
Science, was president of the
Salyers, Sidney Satwhich is the law-makieg body Jane Vinson, Fredonia Junior ber of Marine Observatior. Squad- terfield,
Freshman Cabinet in the Student
Wanda Scott, Patsy
of the women's organization," High School, and James Orville ron Six, in which he also pilots Shortt, Louard Sisk,
Christian Association during the Bob McConnell Member
Jane Smith,
Mrs. Snyder said.
1950-51 school year..
Morse, Liberty.
"grasshopper" type observation Jane Stallins, Virginia Storm •
Of Winning Sigma Chi •
The other three girls elected
planes. Lieutenant White's wife, and Tommy Stephens.
Chorus At Vanderbilt
to represent Kentucky at t h e
the former Klon Dean Pickering,
Barbara Strong, Billie Traylor,
Ralph Nelson To Give
McConnell, Vanderbilt Chicago convention are Betty Methodist Conference
Bob
resides at Route 2. Princeton.
Joan Ward, LaVerne West Couch,
Program At Meeting Of University studeat and the son Gaskins, Independence; Jo Ann Scheduled To Be Held
Wayne White, Dot Williams, Robof Mr. and Mrs. Howard McCon- Chrisman, Salvisa, Anrs Clore
Here September 17-21
ert Williamson, Martha Wilson,
Rose And Garden Club
nell, was a member of the win- Walker, Richmond.
Artice Woed, Earl Wood and BetApproximately 450 delegates to
Ralph A. Nelson. assistant in ning Sigma Chi chorus in the
ty Jo Yates.
the Louisville Conference of
forestry, agriculture extersion Athenian Sing held April 17 at
Methodists are scheduled to be Jr.
service, University of Kentucky, the Nashville school.
Princeton September 17-21- or
Husband Of Princeton
The tWo winning selections Sig-.
will present a program„et a meettheir annual conference. The Oging of the Princeton Rose and ma'Chi used to take top honors
Woman
Found Hanging
den Memorial Methodist Church Democratic Leader In
Garden Club at 7:30 p. m. Thurs- in the fraterr.ity division were
will
act
as
host
for
the
conferIn
Lyon
"SweetCounty
Jail
day, May I, at the George Coon 'Sit Down Servant" and
Trigg County Dies Of
ence.
heart of Sigma Chi". Pi Beta Phi, Two Princeton Troops
Librark.
Freeman Henry, 50, who faced
"The Methodist people are Heart Ailment Monday
Exhibits will be iris and mass won the sorority division of the
a murder charge in the pistol
grateful to the people of other
arrangements of Spring flowers. sing. Twenty-one choral groups To Attend Camporee At
Funeral services for W. C. staying of his former wife, Mrs.
churches who have already opencompeted for the awards.
The New 4-H Camp Site ed
their homes to these visitors," Broadbent, 74, sheriff and num- Pauline Henry, hanged himself
Eighteen boy scout patrol lead- the Rev. Joe Callender. pastor of ber.one Democrat of Trigg county
Princetonian Promoted
from the door of his cell in Lyon
American Legion Post
ers and assistant patrol leaders Ogden Memorial Methodist
for a number of years, were con- county jail early Sunday mornTo Sergeant In jdpan
39
and
42
attended
from
Troop
Church, said.
Ask For Merger Of The
ducted at 3 p. m. Tuesday. April ing. April 27.
Chester L. Castleberry, 408
the Boy Scout Junior Leaders
Mrs. Otho Towery will be th
White street., Princeton, was re- City-County Schools
Training conference April 25-26 chairman in charge of housing 20, at his home irs the Cerulean
Henry, father of Mrs. Dorothy
cently promoted to sergeant while
The Carlisle Orange American at Dawson Springs High School. for the host church, Rev. Callen- section. Burial Was in Wallonia Jean Matthews, Princeton, used
cemetery in Trigg county.
serving on security duty with the Legion Post No. 116 has sent a A total of 67 scouts from the
der said.
Mr. Broadbent, who was serv- his leather belt to hang himself.
1st Cavalry Division on Hokkai- letter to each member of the city Cherokee District attended the
ing his fourth four-year term as He also had slashed his wrists
do, northernmost island of Japan. and county school boards asking conference.
Trigg sheriff, died at 4 a. m. Mon- with a razor blade.
The division, rotated to Japan for their cooperation ar.d considThose attendieg from Troop 39 Patsy Quisenberry Is
The 50-y e a r-old
fluorspar
day, April 28, at Jennie Stuart
in December after 17 mor.ths in eration of a city-county school were Art Travis, Bill Smith, Elected President Of
Hospital in Hopkinsville of a worker was scheduled to face ex-.
Korea, is also undergoing a large- merger proposal, according to Joe Jackie Fisher, Billy Barrett, Don
Butler High Y-Teens
amining trial Monday, April 28,
heart ailment.
scale tactical training program.
Barnes, newly elected post com- Harrelson, Jimmy Nemith, Mike
Patsy Quisenberry was recerstly
He wes a member of Mt. Zion in the slayies of his former wife
Sergeant Castleberry is a mem- mander.
Boitnott and Billy McCaslin.
ber of the 8th Cavalry Regiment.
Scouts attending from Troop elected president of the Butler Methodigt Church near his home, a week before,'Monday, April 21.
The local American Legion post
A fellow prisoner found Henhas openly stated its position as 42 were David Cotton, Bobby High School Y-Teen club for the six miles northeast of Cadiz,
1952-53 school year, and Mickey nearly all his life aed had taught ry's body when the accused slayBowman,
Tempy
merger
in
Boone.
James
proposed
being
for
the
Talk
Rotarians Hear
an advertisement in this issue of Templeton, David Pedley, Ken- Cravens has been named Y-Teen the adult Sunday school class of er's wife, Mrs. Mae Henry, 'Of
By Mrs. Bill Willis
neth Gilkey, Bobby Hopkins, vice-president, Mrs. J. L. Walker. the church for more than 40 Princeton, came to see him. The
The Leader.
other prisoner looked through a
years.,
tloycl Wilson and Tommy Lacey. Y-Teen sponsor, said.
Mrs. Bill Willis, the former
Other newly elected officers
Mr. Broadbent was instrumen- hole in his cell door and saw the
rs other Scouting activity,
Mary Ann Nuckols, who for the SCOUTS CAMP OUT
Scoutmaster Gene Barrett and scheduled for the new 4-H park for the girl's organization are tal in the move that brought body. A coroner's jury returned
past tWo years has been teaching
secretary, Connie 'Stevens; treas- Cadiz a new postoffice and was a verdict of suicide by hanging.
school in Alaska, gave a lecture, 27 scouts of Troop 39 camped out at Dawson Springs, is a Cherokee
Officers took four notes from
urer, Chloe Arstie Winters; and a leader in the project that rewhich was illustrated by slides. Friday night, April 18, on the District Camporee to be held May
delegates to the Summer confer- sulted in construction of a hos- Hersy during his six-day stay in
at the regular weekly meeting of fent of Roscoe Hopper. They 2, 3 and 4. Approximately 300
ence at Camp Hi-Lake, at Que- pital there, an institution dedicat- jail. One told of his intention to
the Princeton Rotary Club Tues- pitched pup tents to sleep in and scouts from the entire District
did their own cookirsg, Barrett are scheduled to attend. The en- bec, Tenn., Mickey Cravens and ed this month by Goverraor kill his former wife and himself
day night.
and his request that he be buried
Wetherby.
said. They returned to Princeton tire membership of the local alternate, Jean Robertson.
He was first elected to the of- beside her if it were agreeable
troops will attend, according to
Saturday morning.
SUFFERS HEART ATTACK
fice of sheriff in 1906. He also to his children. Another note spethe two scout masters, Joe Weeks Billie Board Serves
Bob Powley, a former Princeserved as chairman of the old cified the clothes in which he
and Gene Barrett.'"
ton residerst now residing, at IN IC HOSPITAL
Army On Korean Front
Kentucky' Department of High- wanted to be buried.
Charles Jacob, of Fultore Ky.,
Murray, is in a Frankfort hospiFuneral services for Henry
Pvt. Billie_ F. Board, Fredonia, ways and as treasurer of Trigg
tal after sufferings heart attack. and former resident of Princeton, Lewis Gray Completes
is now serving with the 7th In- county, a post he held for 12 were conducted at 2 p. m. MonHis ctondition, it is reported, is is a patient in the IC hospital
day, April 21, at Dunn Furxral
fantry Division on the east-cen- years.
at Paducah suffering from a Army Leaders' Course
good.
He is survived lay his wife, Chapel by the Rev. L. J. Knoth.
Private First Class Lewis B. tral front in Korea.
heart ailment. At press time his
A rifleman in Company A, 17th Mrs. Lois Vinson Broladbeht; Burial was in Kuttawa cemetery:
condition was said to be serious. Gray, 21, of 408 East Main
ATTEND BROADBENT RITES
Survivors include the wife,
street, was recently graduated Infantry Regiment, Private three daughters, Mrs. Dalton ToAmong those from Princeton
Sandy Gresham. daughter of from the 5th Infantry Division's Board entered the Army Os Sep- bin, Ironton;,Mrse Henry Vinson, Mrs. Mae Holly, Princeton; two
who attended the funeral services
tember 1961. He Deceived his Trigg courcty; and Mrs. William daughters, Mrs. Dorothy Mattfor W. C. Broadber.t at Cadiz, Mr. and Mrs. Billie T. Gresham,. eight-week Leaders' Course at
basic training at Camp Breckin- Cundriff, of Cadiz; a brother, hews, Princeton. and Mrs. Juanita
Tuesday, were Mrs. C. 0. Akin, has been confined to her home Indiantown Gap, Pa., it is anridge, Ky.
Smith Broadbent, Sr., and a sis- Brown, Detroit; a son, Bobby Joe
nounced.
Mrs. W. C. Haydon, Mrs. Mary because of illisess.
Henry; his mother, Mrs. Sally
ter, Mrs. Effie Wilson.
Expert instructors, mostly vetFlorence Mason and Mrs. Ed L.
Heckler, Dycusburg, and a sister,
Sam Steger, Mark Cunning- erans of Korea and World War STATIONED AT AIR BASE
tLin
Pvt. George Stevens, 19, son of
Airmar: Third Class Billy Joe Mrs. George Gass, Nortonville.
ham and Burhl Hollowell attend, II, gave him advarcced training
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Stevens, 860 N. Gresham arrived Tuesday frost
Mr and Mrs. Ray Farmer, ed the Rotary Convention at Ken- in weapons, combat tactics, map
Mrs. Gale McCarty and son,
reading and many other features Jefferson, is completing his Air Cheyenne. Wyoming, to spend a
Mrs. Oscar Cantrell, and Tommy tucky Dam Village last week.
of modern war. During the last Force basic indoctrination course leave with his parents, Mr. and Michael Wayne, were the weekFarmer spent .the weekend with
Connie Davis spent Monday Of three weeks of the course he i at Lackland Air Force Base, ac- Mrs. Billie T. Gresham, Hopkins- er.d guests Of Mrs. McCirrty's
Airman Third/C last' Charles
received here vine street, before reporting May grandmother. Mrs. W. C. Reames.
Farmer at Chartist. Field, near last week in Evansville on busi- acted as a non-commiuioned of- cording to word
Paducah.
10 at Savannah, Georgia.
this
week.
'unit.
ficer
in
a
basic
training
ness.
Champaign, Illinois.

4-Patsy Ouisenberry
Will Attend YWCA
Notional Meeting

Scouters Attend
Training Meeting

•

W. C. Broadbent
Rites Conducted

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

assigned as a member et
and grim winter.
For one thing, it Is a social event. cold
spring Honor Ouard attached 1,1
*
people,
is
gamDerby
to
The
tracks
People go to race
surrounded with Ridgwey's staff in Tokyo.
ble, and horse race betting sim- holiday, it is
An innovation this
whatever
tradition",
is
respectable—and
"Southern
ply isn't real
the Hialeah race track h
swathed
is
mummy
Pinworms itvanv THURSDAY
a
that is, like
generally frowned on.
matte electric indicator
IlLOITOPI AND aSHIL.1114EL
a chance to enJOHN •. HUTCHESON. .11
However, if you make a social in •wrappings. It's
under the Act of
the bleacher section.
Ky..
Princeton.
at
matter
fashclass
sparkling
second
as
Entered
it:
evera of it, and a lot of Our Best tertain friends
.
Duke Markel!, 22, rtiOkir
By J. 8. H.
Congress of March 8, 1879.
state of mind. And It's
$3; out-of-State.
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brought back all the emotions of who &Alt the haunted house was
Sitting right in the front yard, or the back yard, of Kentucky her childhood, spent in the Delta her uncle and that she had never
Lake, besides the Mayfield Messenger, are the Murray Ledger and Country where the music that known all the story I told, a
Tunes and the Murray Democrat, The Fulton Daily Leader, The she knew was always colored by story that I had verified otelY a
Hickman Comety Gazette, The Hickman Courier, the Benton Tri- the rich, melodious voices of the short time before by interviewbune Democrat and the Marshall Courier, The Ballard Yeoman at Negro workers in the cotton ing some of the close relatives of
Wickliffe, The Smithland Enterprise, the Carlisle News at Ba-rdwell, patches. •
the old man shortly affer he .had
The Princeton Leader and at least five radio stations. None of
Those who listen to folk music died in the haunted house, where
them were asked to have any part in the Ward party,
as rendered by a good singer and he had lived for a few years in
The Paducah Sun-Democrat and its affiliate radio stations do not feel a surge of emotion his old age. In other times, bewere invited ar.el present, and the Fulton Weekly News was invited have progressed too far from folk fore we trusted so much to writand represented. I went along as a guest of a Mayfieldian who had life to be reached by even the ten records, some minstrel of Fitickets, not se a representative of the newspaper.
best art. I have known "Foggy,. delity or near by would have
In addition some 105 other newspapers and radio stations in Foggy Dew" a great many years turned Old Mao Joe into a folk
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For an amateur in publicity to have made such an error could tragic
story; but it failed to reach a place by the side of Lord Raneused. For an old newspaperman who should
easily have been
me at my best until I heard it dall or Earl Brand or Hind Etir...
know the full value of the press arfd radio the "slight" is inex- sung recently by a young woman
Folk songs, we must not forget,
cusable.
who grew up in the mountains of were records of life, often made
Mr: Ward said that he "just" picked around at rar.dom for
Tennessee and sings folk songs just after the events of the balthe papers and radios he thought would give the hotel and the lake
beautifully and expressively. The lads had taken place and full of
the most publicity.
whole tragic feeling of the sim- the local reference that would
Mr. Ward should have asked all the newspapers and radio
ple 'belled broke or., me, and I make them • genuine. By oral
stations or none. There was not room enough to accommodate all
must have looked like a queer transmission they have lost some
of them if they accepted but the chances are less than one third
old man to youngsters seated near of this localism that makes them
would have 'accepted. They would have been very grateful for the
me as I had to r e a ch for my seem authentic records, but as
invitation, however, ar.d not felt that they had been overlooked.
handkerchief. After all, the same sung by good folk artists they
'Every morning our desk is filled with publicity about Kentragedy as told in the
reassume their acluality —and
tucky. We publish nearly all of it. So do the other newspapers.
if told in an extended novel or move the singer and the listener
Suppose we should let Mr. Ward choose the papers that should
even a short story would bring alike because of their old, old
publish the publicity and he should limit them to twenty-five.
many a tear, in the silence of story of tragic human lives. Of
We remember quite well when Mr. Ward was waging a terrimee's own room as he read of course, the singer often wants to
fic battle against this administratton which now praises him so
the old yet ever-new sorrow of
highly. Graves county ever: gave him a majority when he ran for
cry; let him do so; and, if you
one who _loved not wisely but
1,
lieuteelant-governor.
are not too sophisticated, you
too
well.
We alms recall a headline in the Mayfield Messengee last No—
Bradley Kincaid's saying that will unconsciously join him.
-vo'" .
e• 41' \fililt
vember: It said "Graves County gives Democrats Biggest Majority
of Any County in State."
Governor Wetheeby was in Florida while Henry and his publicity chief Mack Sisk were rigging up the party. He knew nothing
about it and I do not believe he would have slighted any newspaper
or radio station in the state. He seemed very put out about it at
the dinner at Kenlake Hotel Saturday night. Sisk. also a newspaperman whom we thought would have known better, said that
leaving the Messereger off the list was due to an error in proof
reading. Well, we know about errors in newspapers but did Ward
and Sisk make the same errors on the other hundred or more newspapers and radios they did not ask? We don't believe they did.
--(Reprinted from The Mayfield Messenger. Written by Jess G.
Andersor:)
I.
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Chin Up, Candidates
Note to Preeideritial candidates: If the going gets tough, men,
keep your chins up—the prize hasbeen enhanced. The pay, to be
sure, is the same as Harry's. But the, uh, working conditions have
been improved.
For, at a cost of nearly $6 million, American taxpayers have
just finished brightening up the inside and outside of the Presidential 'mansion. It's enough to make any man want to call it home.
Here are some of the prizes the lucky winner of the November
sweepstakes can expect:
A five-story mansion of 107 rooms, 19 baths, and 12 lavatories
with a telephone and a push button to summon the servants in
every room of the living quarters.
An air-conditioning system to permit separate temperatures
in each room.
A movie theater, a swimming pool, a broadcasting room and ,a
fourth-floor solarium.
An all-electric kitchen equipped to serve a formal dinner for
100 or refreshmeras for 1000 guests.
An atomic bomb shelter.
Only two common household furnishings are missing from
the restored White House, venetian blinds and wallpaper. Blinds
are not used because they would not be in keeping with the Georgian archifecture. Instead, all the wir.dows have white silk glass
curtains. And all the walls are painted except in the Green, Blue
and Red Rooms. These have walls covered in damask and satin.
And so, candidates, that's why we say—
Tired of campaigr:ing?
Fed up with fence-mendir.g?
Harried from handshaking?
The new, improved, bigger and better White House is waiting.
And, just remember, the lucky man who actually makes it to WOO
Pennsylvania Avenue can call any one of 72 staftmembers to bring
him his slippers and the evening paper.
—(From A New,Orleans Newspaper)

•

Working water means added
income from your stock without
increasing their numbers. Working water ups yields from dairy
cows 10 to 25 per cent, can increase egg production as much as
20 per cent, increases weight on
beef cattle, hogs, lambs, gets
them to market sooner, and for
,less feed.
Working water relieves you of
those hundreds of hours you spend
each year driving stock to water
—or lugging water to the stock.
Working water speeds your washing and scrubbing chores.
Working water means less

work for you. And it means less
work for your wife, too.
No more pumping ... no more
hauling .. • plenty of water for
dishes, laundry, cooking, ckaning, and for baths and shtUvers.
Working water is the foundation of a successful farm, of
a convenient, healthy, modern,
attractive home.
MAX-- is National Water Systems Month. Dealers everywhere
will demonstrate the value of
working water on your farm. Let
your dealer show you how a water
system can work for you. It will
be well worth your time.

Hospitality begins with your
shopping list. You think of the
bendy carton of Coke because
you think well of your guests

6 Bettie Carton 25/
Plus Depossl

SOTTEND UPOSI AUTHOIPTY OP YON COCA-COSA CO/APAHT SY
11101PKINSVILLIL COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.
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THE GARDEN 1
Kentucky
John S. Gardner,
ollege of Agriculture and
Home Economics
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aloes are a fruit crop, and
ed phosphorus in their fer. The general garden teri suggestions in this column
'seeks ago fit tomatoes.
settitst time is after all
frost is past, taut one
ash the season a week or so
vering with any one of the
..t plant protectors now on
Glass jars or tin cans
ot suitable;, in fact, they:ve
d themselves worse than no
at all, sometimes.
aloes always have suMerem several mitor diseases
killed the plants, leaf by
ut now is added the hazard
the late blight that caused
ch disappointment in 1950.
•is no idling, of course, but

having COM! *nee, it may Mine
again.
Some \late blight was seen in
1945, and testa were got under.
way at the Experiment Station of
all the control materials kr..own.
The findings follow:
The "coppers" that control late
blight (the Ind" kind) and that
measurably strip the other tomato diseases are: Copper-A, C-0C-S and Basic Copper Sulphate
(with "sticker" added). Other acceptable spray materials are Di,
thane Z-78 and Parzate.
Only "wet" spraying was found
dependable, Only in that welY is
there assurance of protection
agaitst blight germs that being
widd-borne, may alight anywhere.
Spreading the plants' spacing
helps to speed their drying, as
wet leaf tissue invites the blight.
For unstaked tomatoes, the
rows should be no closer than
five feet and the plants no closer
than four feet in the row. Plants
traited on stakes should have
four feet between rows, and in
the rows should stand no closer
than 30 inches; three feet is better.
Because there is so generally
the threat of the wilt disease,
especially in old gardens, only
the resistant varieties are safe
to use. These are: early, Break
O'Day and Valiant; midseason,
Pritchard; main crop and car.ning,
Marglobe and Rutgers. The "hybrids," though excellent in so
many respeets, have been known
to succumb in wilt-infected soil.

Tobacco Diseases ACP Allotment Of Ky. Farm News
Spread If Growers $500 Transferred
Become Careless To The County SCS

"Tobacco Diseases," a recent
bulletin of the University of Kentucky Experimera Station, says
use of natural leaf tobacco while
working in plant 'beds may spread
disease.
"It has been clearly demonstrated," it is stated,"that cured
tobacco it ,the source of most of
the mosaic infection of tobacco
plants before and during transplantine. Therefore do not use
natural leaf for either chewing or
smoking and do not carry it or
otherwise handle it while welting
around the plant bed."
If natural leaf has been handled' recently, workers are advised
to scrub their hands before handling plants in the bed. If natural
leaf has been carried in the pockets, brush them 'out.
Commercial plug, twist and
scrap chewitg tobacco usually are
free from mosaic and are safer
to use than natural leaf, the bulletin brings out. Pipe smokers
should use canned tobacco rather
than natural leaf, and manufactured cigarettes probably are
free from disease.
"It is preferable, however," the
bulletin continues, "to use no tobacco whatever when working it:
the plant bed. Growers who wish
to chew or smoke natural leaf
during the plant-bed and setting
seasons should grow a mosaicresistant variety of tobacco for
the whole crop or at least enough
to make up a supply of mosaicfree chewing tobacco."
A concentrated solutior.. of trisodium phosphate destroys mosaic
on the hands. If a bucket of solotior., is kept at the bed during
weeding and pulling and the
hands are' dipped in it occasionally, mosaic can be largely preventhit anything you pitch—ha just had a glass of Princeton ed, it is stated, even when workCreamery's Homogenized Vitamin D. Milk!"
ers use natural leaf.

RINCETON CREAM 81 BUTTER CO.
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outlook for 1983 shown& an even
wora *picture for form net income.
Farmers are practically the
only group left in the great America?) free enterprise system who
By It. A. Mabry
take their goods to market, under
their arm, so to speak, and any
sow-so
"What you give
" All other
Retail sales are down consider- groups put a price tag on the
ably, according to commeets heard things they sell.
In maty cases there is very
locally and information from the
state.
little relationship between 1 h e
There are several reasons for prices consumers pay and prices
Homemakers obtained the co- this situation which some people, farmers receive. In some cases
operation of merchants in Mc- particularly non-farmers might the farmer's sbare of the consumCreary county to carry only ap- not realize. The principle reason er dollar is less than l0 oents.
proved comic books for children. for slow sales In rural communities Throughout the years the/ farmSeven silos are being built in situation which some people, par- er's share of all dollars spent for
Taylor county it preparation for ticularly non-farmers might not farmer-grown products has been
more grass silage being put up realize. The principle reason for
this season.
slow sales in rural communities
Ben Creech, of Laurel coutiy, at least is that farm income is
has set out 28,000 ever-bearing down. For instance, the general
strawberry plaints.
level of prices receiyed for farm
In a rainfall of 61
/
2 itches in 24] products declined during Februhours in Monroe county, washing ary and March to a point seven
in good pastures was not evident, per cent below that of a year ago
while row-crop land washed bad- while the prices paid by farmers
ly.
were three per cent higher than
Homemakers in Nelson county a year earlier.
ordered about 300 trees is. their
Farm income in 1950 was 69
landscaping program, including cents per hour for labor, five per
holly, pink and white dogwood
cent fur investment and r.othing
and white magnolia.
f o r management. Manufacturing
The Tennessee Beauty straw- workers received
$1.46 per hour,
berry has become Jefferson counbuilding constructors got $2.03
ty's most popular and profitable
and retail workers got $1.17 per
berry, considering yield, flavor,
hour, according to national figfreezing and shipping qualities.
ures.
Nine Green county tobacco
In 1950 farmers made up 17 per
farmers received a carload of
cent of the population, but their
coke in Marcb for, curing their
net income was only 6 per cent
leaf this fall.
'
of the total national income. The
Four -H club members in Lawrence county set 21,000 Tennessee Beauty strawberry plants this
spring.
Pike county homemakers are
using' sewing machine attachments in making curtains, blouses, children's clothing a n d
New, Amazing
aprons.
Relief -Drought is blamed by many
Carlisle county farmers for the
The Harvey Stomach Treatloss of their ladino and white clo- ment is a doctor's formula and
ver stands in pastures.
is guaranteed to relieve ulcer
Andrew Decker of Knox county pains, gall bladder pains and
is putting in two acres of sor- nervous colitis. Get rid of that
ghum cane this year for commer- acid, gassy, belchy and lack
cial and home purposes.
of pep feeling.
Whitley county farmers are
showing unusual interest in strawThere Is No Need To
berries, 16 acres having been set
Suffer!
this spring; 4-H club members
set 40,000 plants.
START THIS
Sixty-one farmers have signed
TREATMENT
up for pickle production ir21V1uhCuff
Lighter
TODAY
lenberg county, and it is etpected
Links
319.00 '
that number will be increased
$4.50
Sold Only At
considerably.

Some scientists hink of the
HOPKINSVILLE STREET world as three peninsulas radiating from the central Asiatic land
mass; 1. the Americas, 2. Europe
and Africa and 3. the "drowned
peninsula" of islands which terminate in Australia.

By Oliver C. Alleock
(Soil Conservation Service)
The Caldwell County Production and Marketing Administration committee and the local Soil
Conservation Service representative have arranged for the transfer of 000' of the county's ACP
allotmett ,to the SCS.
These funds will be used for
technical assistance to landowners in .the layout and establishment of permanent type soil consertrattion measures.
The practices which farmers
expect to establish during the
year have been indicated in their
agricultural conservatior: plans at
the PMA office.
BUILD FARM POND
Claude Jones and son, Lofton
Jones, plan to drain a low area
in one of the fields by opening a
sink. This area can then be developed for pasture.
Also, Roy Francis, Jr., of the
Liberty community a r.,d Harry
Joiner, Sr., whose farm is in the
Otter Pond community, have
made provision for livestock water by constructing 'new ponds on
their farms.
ENTERS ESSAY CONTEST
Mrs. Eleanor Powell, senior at
the Fredonia High School, has
entered the National Soil Conservatior: contest, sponsored by
the National Grange and the
American Plant Food Council,
Inc. "Conservation Farming For
Abundant Living" was the subject of the essay contest.
Mrs. Powell was named second
place winter in t h e Caldwell
County Soil Conservation Essay
contest this year.
ATTEND MEET
Maurice Humphrey and I attended a meeting of the Soil Conservation Service personnel at
Mayfield, Kentucky, this week.
Those present were from the 13
soil conservation districts in the
westerr.. end of the state.
The purpose of the meeting
was to study land use and water
disposal problems of farm land.

STOMACH
SUFFERERS

Mal Mallette, southpaw hurler
who will be trying for a regular
spot on the Dodger pitching staff
this season, is a graduate of Syracuse University where he majored
in jourr.slism.

WOOD DRUG
STORE
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with 5-Year Protection Plan
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Farmers Realize
H. C. P'Pool Tractor Value Of Timber
That Green county farmers are
'realizing the economic value of
their forests is seen in the reports made by Wilson J. Mitchell,
Your
cour.ty assistant in forestry with
Headquarters
the University of Kentucky.
Twenty farmers toured the forFor
est areas-of the J. H. Howell farm
where 195,000 board feet were
marked in 954 hardwood trees and
Hopkinsmille Rd.
Phone 3226 9.800 board feet in 298. red cedar
Princeton, Ky.
trees. Some of the higher grade
material will be sold for veneyr
Other timber will be used fu:
repair and improvement of build
ings on the farm.
-. Mr. Mitchell notes that try
planting has been a major activr
ty this spring, the county .havitg
bought a mechanical tree planter
in cooperation with the Soil Conservation Service.
In the Greensburg. schoqls, 55
4-H club boys signed lib for the
forestry project. Twenty-one of
them assisted farmers in planting
trees in March. They wi,11 also
platt an additional 1,000 locust
trees in their 4-H club forest.

less than 50 cents.
The farmer's share of a an
cotton shirt is less thin.' 30 cents.
The farmer's share of an 18 cent.
loaf of bread is three cents,
BLACKLEG REPORTED
Reports are that cattle are being lost from blackleg in the
county now, There is.no reason
for blackleg losses if farmers !will
follow a rigid vaccination pro-'
gram. All cattle under two years
of age should be vaccinated as a
prevention. The va-ccinatior., is no
good as a cure.
Animals vaccinated under six
months of age will have to be
varcinated the second time after they art, more than six months
old to -have a life time immunity.

Ferguson Tractors

ONLY

$5471

DOWN

ICE

$364P5

Low, easy

75

NOW ... See all the new

FRIGIDAIRE Refrigerators
Trade in your
old refrigerator.
It may be worth the
down payment.
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Experiments indicate that a
hive of bees can gain as much
as 40 pounds ir., a day through
storage of honey and pollen and
growth of the bees in the hive.

McCONNELL
ELECTRIC CO.

Family Size I low Priced I 6 Cu. ft. Standard Model
The tuatae-as
Zeeland
are the last living remnant of a
group of fossil reptiles which had
thee eyes. In the living species
the third eye on top of the head
is represented only by a group of
Scales.

• Super-Freezer for frozen foods
and ice cubes
• Exclusive Quickube Ice Trays
• large Cold Storage Tray
• Tall bottle space
• Simplified Cold -Control
• Food-Safety Indicator

Today's way of living emphasizes the informal ... the use of light colors ... gay
tones in fabrics. This trend calls for furniture like this which can be used
throughout the year, and it's surprisingly moderate in price.

ONLY

w earson

\Wie
r

incorporated

See our line of Summer Furniture
while it is most complete.

For Big Needs- Small Budgets I
7 6/10 Cu. ft. Master Model

women's
wear
FUNERAL DIRECTOR
URE DEALER
SERVICE
AMBULANCE
COURTEOUS
Night Phone 3320
Day Phone 3515

:3221 DOWN

casit
$21475
Paid "

''exclusively yours"
'Hopkinsville, Ky.

• Full-width Super-Freezer Chest keeps
38 lbs. frozen food
• 3 Full-width Shelves
• Sliding Chill Drawer
• Super-Powered Meter-Miser mechanism
• 1-Piece All-Porcelaln Interior
ONID

$42 DOWN

ire $27971

Phone 2091

W. Market Street
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Thurscla , Ma 1,
grandmother, Mrs. W. C. Ream's.
Bond Boosters Give
Charles Jpnes spent last week
Mrs. Mary Pickens and James Bryant Housewarming
s
at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, on busiFeeney Loftus, both of PriLeeton,
Bryant
Mr. and Mrs. K. V.
ness
were married Saturday mornweee-siven a surprise housewardting, April 26, at the St. PM.
Miss Billie Jane Freeman,
ing y the Band Boosters Club
Catholic church, Princeton. The
Louisville, was a guest of Mr. and
Monday night, April 28, at the
Rev. Richard Clements officiated.
Mrs. Paul Cunningham for the
Bryant's new hbme on McNory
'Easter helidaya.
Mrs. Clyde Hiunby, Hopkins- street.
•111. amp ms.
Mrs. John W. Bruce has returnGifts, including a large mirror,
villa street. spent last weekend
ed to her home in Kansas City,
a pair of lamps and money des- Mrs. W. G. Larkins
at Memphis.
Mrs.
Stegar
Dollar, Bowling
Dessert Bridge Given
ignated to buy kitchen curtains,
Green, and Mr. Humphries Kota- Mo., after a visit with her slater,
Wednesday Afternoon
were presented to the Bryants by Gives Dinner Bridge
recht, Memphis, Tenn., visited Mrs. L. E. Nichols, and Dr. NichMrs. W. G. Larkins entertained
ols, Eddyville road. Mrs. Bruce's
Mrs. Freddie Stallins, Mrs. Mrs. Dique Eldred Friday.
members of the Band Boosters.
Punch and cookies were served her bridge club with a dinner Hewlett Morgan and Mrs. James
Miss Louise D ti r by, a recent daughter, Mass Roberta Bruce,
Friday night, April 25, at,,.her
and Mrs. Lawrence Shone, Mr.
Walker entertained ,with a visitor in Princeton,
to approximately 100 guests.
left for Behome on North liarrillar.t
rea to visit, last Tuesday. She Shone and children, Alice, Bruce
Each table was C6fi1eettlylW
Princetonians Attend
714
.
filt
a;gr.
lfl
a
cihZ afternoo
ll ofMs
rn, was accompanied by Miss Mary and Hugh, all from Kum City,
arrangement of tulips.
April 23.
Wilson Eldred and Mrs. Allison also visited Dr. ar.d Mrs. Nichols.
Dinner At Fort Campbell anGuest's
were Mesdames C. F. Prizes were given to MTS. Akin.
While here Mr. and Mrs. Shone
Mrs. Herbert H. Flather, Jr., Engelhar
dt, W. L. Mays, Paul Richard Morgan, M r s. Maurice
Mrs. Herschel Stephens, South attended a meeting held at Louisentertained with a dinner party
Cunningham, Robert Kevil, A. B. Humphrey, Mrs. Billy Giannini,
Jefferson stree t, is visiting ville.
Mor4iy night, April 28, at her Moss,
Mae Blades, Grace Haydon, Mrs. E. L. Williamson and Mrs.
Freddie Stallins returned Sather daughter, Mrs. George Klinhomel,at Fort Campbell.
Robert. Jacob,C. A. Pepper, Arney Mary Mason.
ker, and Mr. Kilt-4(er, at Rock- urday from Iowa City where he
At4ng those f r o ni Princeton
Rawls and Misses Myrtle and
Guest included Mrs. Stanley port, Illinois. •
has been attending school for the
who attended were Mrs. Ed Car- Bertie
Nichols.
Sharp, ltrs. James Landes, Mrs.
ter, Mts. Raul Lars, Mrs. Gerald
Mr. and Mrs. Robert White, of past two months.
Prizes were awarded to Mrs. Richard Morgan, M r s. Willard
Winters and Mrs. Wallace Crisp.
C. A. Pepper and Mrs. Grace Hay- Moore, J1rs. Torn Simmons, Mrs. Tolu, were weekend guests of Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Dick Martin and
children, Shelbyville, Ten n.,
deodorant
don.
Sam Steger, Maw Harry Long, and Mrs. E. B. Brow n, West were weekend visitors
Miss
Jones
Honore
d
of Mr. and
Main,
Reg. $D°
Mrs. T. R Buttermore, Mrs. MauMr. and Mrs. Blair G. Cash, of Mrs. John Loftus, Jr.
With Birthday Dinner
B&PW Benefit Bridge
rice Hum hrey, Mrs. Billy GianAshland, were visitors last week
Miss Judy Haile spePt last
Miss Eloise Jones was honored Is
nini, Mrs. . L. Williamson, Mrs.
Held At Club Room
of Mr. and Mrs. G. U. Griffin, weekend with her sister, Mrs.
Billy
McCa
lin,
Mrs.
Haled Mee only with a birthday dinner WednesJack
Crider, South Jefferson.
The Business and Professional
Charles Hawkins, Mr. Hawkins
Retards perspirstlea day, April 23, given by Mrs. B. Women's club held
a benefit Mrs. K. V • Bryant, Mrs. Allan
Miss Jackie Koltinsk.y and Miss and dikughter at Lexington.
50'AN1
sod protects your pra, G: Moore at the home of Mri
Murphey
$rs.
,
Hillery
Bridge-Canasta, Monday night,
Barnett, Judy Haile
eiorredaintinese always. C. 0. Akin, on Washington street.
Mr.glind Mrs. C. W. Scott visvisited Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. C. H. aggers, Mrs. Curtis
April 28, at the clubroom.
gwer•fragra•t, sver.creanty, greaseless aad
J. F. Graham, Louisville, April ited Mr. and Mrs. 11. R. Harris
Those
present
were
Mrs.
Hillery
Coleman
,
M
s. Billy McConnell 16
Mialess. Stock up, aowl
There were three tables of cathrought the 20th.
and Mr. and Mrs. Herschel FrazBarnett, Mrs. Paul Cunningham, nasta
and four tables of bridge. Mrs. Johnny Hackett, Mrs. Jobie
Mrs. Henry A. Adams and son, ier, this weekend at Lebonon,
Miss Audie Green, Miss Jones The
Loftus,
Mrs. Mary Florence Macanasta prize was awarded
of Frankfort, Ky., are visiting her Ohio.
and Mrs. Moore.
to Mrs. Rupert Belt and the son, Mrs. Harry Joiner, Jr., and
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eueri
Mr. Donald McDonald, ChicaMr. Walter Rogers, North Je- bridge prize was awarded to Mrs. Mrs. Gordon Lisarsloy.
Farmer, Franklin street.
go, IlL, and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
fferson. has been ill of the flu Hewlett Morgan.
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Wolcott, Taylor, Kokomo, Ind., were the
Those serving on the commit- Evitom Club Meets At
this week.
of South Carrolton, were weekend weekend awaits of Mrs. J. T. Mctee were Miss Melville Young,.
guests of Mrs. Clyde Hamby, Donald.
Mrs. Dean Plercy and Mrs. Rup- The Annex Thorsday
Miss Mary Julia Jacob spent
The Evitom Ciub of the Cen- Hopkinsville street.
ert Belt.
NI Presbyterian Church met Mr. and Arra. Wallace McGow- Thursday night and Friday with
Thursday Light, April 24, at the an, former residents of Caldwell Miss Betty Lou Cash.
Bethel Alumnae From
county, Low living at Herron,
annex.
Caldwell Attend Dinner
Carl Furillo, outfieider ior the
Mrs. Charles Curry, who was Illinois, visited relatives in CaldThe Alumr.ae of Bethel College program leader, told
Brooklyn Dodgers, started six
the story of well county over the weekend.
living in Caldwell county, held the book of "Judges".
Mrs. Shirley McCarty spent the double piays from his iightfield
a banquet Thursday night, April
Miss Myrtle Nichols, assisted weekend at Paducah with her position last season.
24, at the Princeton Hotel..
by Miss Bertie Nichols, served a
There were arrangements of dessert course to
Mesdames Hugh
yellow snapdragons on the table Hunsaker, Ralph filazier
, Dean
and the decorations were in yel- Piercy, Charler
-Curry, Wilkes
low and blue.
Milstead, Floyd Loperfido, MisDr. Edwin Richardsor:, presi- ses Jeannine Stallins,
Nelle Olident of Bethel, spoke on "Bethel's ver, Pamelia
Giprdon, Virginia
Future". Dr. Richardson was in- Morgan and Archie
Dunning.
troduced by Miss Annie Catherine
Visitors were jiitesdames W. C.
Parrish, head of the Er.glish de- Waggoner Neal
Sisk, B. A. Hodpartment.
ges, Misses Jane Smith, Ar.geline
Miss Virginia McCaslin presid- Henry, Peggy
Brown and Tommy
ed at the dinner and Mrs. Craig Loperfido.
Roberts welcomed the guests.
Those attending were Mesdames Sar.ford Pr i c e, Richard Mrs. Stanley Sharp Is
Morgan, Roy Wigginton, William Hostess To Bridge Club
B. Martin, Fred Talley, Gresham
Mrs. Staryley Sharp was hostess
Pettit, Bill Stout, Willard Moore, to her bridge club, Friday night,
Gordon Glenn, Bernice Davis, April 25, at her home on HopFrank Guess, Floyd Hooks, By- kinsville street. .
ron Williams, Billy McElroy, Prizes were awarded to
Miss
Craig Roberts, Bob Williams, L. Mary Loftus and Mrs. Ja me
J. Bryant, John F. Loftus, Jr., Shrewsbury.
W. E. Willis, Thomas McConnell,
A dessert course was served by
J. T. Robinson, Ed Mc-Lin ar.d the hostess to Mesdames James
Misses Dorothy Wood, Rose Wood Shrewsbury, Frederick Stallins,
and Virginia McCaslin.
Hewlett Morgan, Richard Morgan, Billy McElroy, Gordon LisMr.
Phone 2620
and
Mrs.
Noble
Morse, of anby, James Landes,
Phone 3211
Princeton, Ky.
Tom SimFulton, were visitors of Mr. and
mons, Hillery Barnett and Miss
Mrs. Gordon Glenn Sunday.
Mary Loftus.
Guests were Mesdames James
McCaslin, John Morgan, and E.
L. Williamsor:.

1952

Pickens- Loftus

C. A. WOODALL STILL LEADING IN THE 4th
, PERIOD OF THE APRIL CAMPAIGN
AlgalI vI want to thank them who took out life woo,
asses ith me daring the April Campaign through
t,
Equitable Life Asisuranee Satiety of New York

Sale!

Our Complete Line Of

Nice new 4-room
only $3,100. A1so 7

Su far, 55 people have taken out policies during this
month with me, which -Owes me in first
place, lead
Mg the Southern Department with something like
Zees
•
agents competing.

1/2Price

fog
Balawin Avenue. $4,

I also want to thank the people for their good will
shown me in beenring It* prospects, while I am
this campaign. Should we go on leading through to the
next period, Mrs. Woodall and myself will hay,. a
trip
to Washington, D. C., and other points of interewe w ith
expellees paid.

A. Woodall
2441

C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY

WALKER
Ladies' a
Wrist
Elgin
Bulova
Seth Thomas

Pretfy Summer

FLATS

Walker's Dru
Phone

1111041111\

_

•Y • —t_, 1:11
,c)

II

What If You Had
A Fire Tonight?

Style 3141

See That You Have

WALKER HAS IT
FOR MOTHER'S DAY

Adequate Coverage Today

ELMER'S and MRS. STEVEN'S
CANDY

PLAY SAFE - CALL 1$!

. . cool as can be. a clever crossing and
tracing of soft padded leather strips to let
every breeze in. This will be the shoe you'll
slip into most often. White leather. Only

Walker4s Drugs & Jewelry
I

MOTHER'S DAY
May 11th, 1952
Your mother loves flowers and
most of all she loves being remembered by you.

Mrs. Curry Reviews
The Book of "Judges"
Mrs. Charles Curry reviewed
the book of "Judges" at a meeting
of the Wood Circle of the Central
Presbyterian Church, held Thursday afternoon, April 24, at the
annex.
The devotional was given by
the hostess, Mrs. B. A. Hodges.
A dessert course was served to
Mesdames Allison Akin, Tom
Cash, C. C. Bishop, Herndon
Greer, J. FL Calloway, B. A. Hodges, Owen Ingram, Richard Morgan, Ed Mc Li n, William Rice,
Shell Smith, Hoer Cherry, Sr.,
L. C. Lisman. Mary F. Mason
and Miss Bertie Nichols. Mrs.
Neal Sisk was a visitor.

Leader Congratulates

If you can come by and select something pretty for her -or phone
2556 -- if she is for away,'Flowers by Wire', is the answer
.

BLOOMING PLANTS - CUT FLOWERS - CORSAGES

A. H. TEMPLETON, Florist
One Block North of Butler High School
2556

Memorial Wreaths
Select yours from our large stock
- - - pretty Spring colors, beautiful
designs.

2556

Dear You:
Remember last winter when you
were looking at the Seed Catd/agues?

Remember those beauti-

ful varieties? We were dirt gardening then - - - the plants are ready
now.

Templeton's

Yours truly,
Alton

Mr. and Mrs. Rumsey Taylor,
Jr., Plum street, on the birth of
a daughter, Ann Warren, April
28.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Fletcher, on
the birth Of a son, William Elliott, April 28.

Mr. and Mrs. James Harmon
of St. Louis, Mo., were weeker.d
guests of Mrs. Bessie Harmon and
Miss Maggie Dunbar, McGoodwin
avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Braun
and children, of Evansville, Ir.d.,
were weekend guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Clay Wilson.
B. M. Stone, of Paducah, spent
the 'weekend with his mother,
Mrs. Mary Stone, North Harrison.
Mrs. Dixie Vivian, West Market street, is visiting her daughter, Mrs. L. E. Babcock, at Norman, Oklahoma.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Brown, of
Marion, are visiting Mr. and
Mrs. E. R. Brown, West Main.
Mr. and Mrs. Lige Cook
ar.d
children spent the weekend
at
Henderson. Mr. Cook filled the
pulpit there for Mr. Layton
L.
Hall who wee conducting a
revival at the Cltur eh of
Christ,
Princeton.
Major and Mrs. Harry Wakefield and children, who
have
been stationed in Florida,
have
been visiting her parents,
Mr.
and Mrs. Major
Quisenberry.
Major Wakefield left Sunday
tor
Germany: Mrs. Wakefield
and
children will be -with her
parents until September when
they
will leave for Germany.

SPECIALS FOR
4.1t1t
4.44,
‘

BEAUTIFUL CHENILLE BED SPREADS
Many Colors ---- $4.98
COLORFUL LUNCHEON CLOTHS
In Many Colors and Patterns To Choose
From

NEW SUMMER HAND BAGS
Each With Thlit "Gift Look". White and Colorful
.
Calf Grains. A Useful Gift.

$1.98 and $2.98

111\11111h,
, -

BEAUTIFUL NYLON HOSE

A

88'-$1.00-$1.35- $1.49

True

SPECIALS IN LINGERIE

You own and o
money, you are invi

Lovely Lace Trim

White and Pasteb.

May 6th, at H. C.
/
Lace Trimmed

GOWNS
Small, Med., Large

We will endeavor
t
Propane Gas as a T
We will have o

Ferg

PASTEL COLORS
Mother will love these
knit gowns. Dainty ald
bodice.

RAYON PANTIES
Nylon Trim in Many Colors.
89c Value For

P'

Sizes 32 to 44

49c Pr.

$1.98 and $2.9

Wo will have
two F
Everyone is cordiall
Spored by:

INCETON PETE
' C. P11)
001. T
111101111\

- )••

11.
,•"1,

'
1
;:W•et,
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SALE

Homemakers News

Fredonia High
School Brevities

Fredonia News

B. P. 0. ELK

Friendship

c.

Mr. a n d Mrs. Monroe Butts
Honoring the 84th birthday of
Mrs. W.
Pike was hostess to
REGULAR MEETING
R. L Beck, of Princeton, whose and children, Tony and Larry, of
the Friendship Hmemakers
•
play
under
Senior
Class
Mr.
and
Mrs.
'The
and
Evar.eville,
26,
birthday was Saturday, Aprll
Thursday, April 117. The meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert beck enter- Sheely Rushing, of Sturgis, were the direction of Mrs. John Rice, was the lett one on cooking and
tained a group of friends and guests of Mrs. Lee Burklow over will be Tuesday night, May 13.
serving mals.
The last regular meeting of the
relatives of Mr. Beck. Thine par- the weekend.
The food leaders, Mrs. Hun8 O'Cloek -- Lodge Room
P.
T.
at
2
p.
m.
A. will be held
Mrs. J. D. Daniels, of Marion,
ticipating at the occasion ,were Mr.
saker and Mrs. Crowe, instructed
R. L. Beck, Mr. and Mr. Dennis visited Mrs. Orville Tabor Sun- Friday, May 2, at the library. All other members in preparing a
All Brothers Plan To Attend
Nice new 4-room house on Center Street.
members are urged to be present. meal.
Freeman and son, ,Richard, Mr. day afternoon.
The Junior-Senior banquet
Hillery Barnett, &Kay.
and Mrs. C. R. Guess and baby, Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
ty $3,100. Also 7-room house with bath.
After the business session there
Rebecca, Mrs. Robert Guess, Mrs. Coy Moore were Mr. and Mrs. was held in the gymnasium Fri- were games and contests.
Charlie McElroy, M r s. Mary Brice Catilla and son, Gayle, of day night. Miss Mary Wilson Ede
dwin Avenue. $4,200 if taken at once.
Members present were Mrs. W.
Hayes, Dr. and Mrs. B. L. Keeney. Salem, Mr. and Mrs. Arnold red, of Princeton, who was guest
C. Fike, Mrs. Wilborn Crotee,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wilson and Buckalew and sons, of Hartford, speaker, gave a talk on the subject. "Plant Your Roses in :the Mrs. Cline Murphy, Mrs. Huel
children, Billy a n d Sue Lynn, Ky.
Nuckols, Mrs. Fenton Taylor,
Mrs. C. W. Moore is visiting Light of the Moon."
Mrs. Minnie Dunn, Miss Robert
Mrs. Tully Choice, Mrs. Shell
Letchel
class
of
1950,
Vinson,
her
daughter,
Mrs.
Tiller
Sigler,
Lee Beck, MT. and Mrs. L. LisPrinceton, Ky. man, Mrs. Will Beck 'and daugh- and Mr. Sigler in Marion. )who has served for many months Hunsaker, yra. George Hunsaker,
2441
Farley Granger and Shelley Winters Starred
Mrs. WilMiss Nora Hockensmith, of in England, has recently been Mrs. Shell White, Sr.,
ter, Helen, all of Princeton.
lie Wyatt, Mrs. Herman Oliver,
In Hilarious Adventures of Two Newlyweds
Mrs. Stella McElroy, of Padu- Louisville, spent a few days last stationed at Fort Campbell and
Mrs. Charles Skees, Mrs. Floyd
Designed for laughlag purposes only, "Behave Yourself?", starcah; Mr. and Mrs. Larry Kimmer week as guest of Mr. imd Mrs. is now visiting his parents, MT.
Hunter and Mrs. Harold Smitb. ring Farley Granger and Shelley Wir.ters and showing at the
and Mrs. Rage Vinson.
and som Billy, Mr. and Mrs. Rus- Coy Moore.
Richard Thomas Dalton, class Visitors were Miss Wilma Van- Capitol Theatre tonight and Friday, weaves its hilariously funny
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Wigginton
sell Yates and sons, Larry, Jerry
diver and Mrs. John Hale.
plot around the plight of a newly-wed husband who gets into a
and Joe Russell, Mr. and Mrs. V. and son, Dicky, of Detroit, were of 1949, is now visiting his parE. Coleman, Mr. and Mrs. Dan the guests of his parents, Rev. ents, Mr. and Mrs. Err.est Dalton, The next meeting will be held series of adventures, the fault of a gangster's cherished dog.
on
May
The trouble (and fun) begins gangster and "Archie" as the
Bugg and sons, Billy and Tuck- and Mrs. Ray Wigginton, a few after which he expects to be sent with Mrs. Willie Wyatt
15
overseas.
when he comes home one after- dog, make it a delightful film exer, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Phelps, Wan- days last week.
The ninth grade held a party in
Mr. and Mrs. Duke Beavers,
noon followed by a dog, which his cursion for the whole family.
da and Phillip Phelps.
A Merrie Melody Cartoon, a
spouse delightfully accepts as an
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Jones and Detroit, are visiting their daugh- the gymnasium Thursday night Fredonia Valley
Mrs. Larri, Kemmer and Mrs. anniversary present. But this Grantland Rice Sportlight an d
daughter, Mary Elizabeth, Mr. and ter, Mrs. Malcolm Blackburn, Mr. under ,the supervision of their
sponsor, Mr. Brenda.
Mrs. Arlie Vinson and daughter, Blackburn and childrer:.
Bill Conway were co-hostesses at particular dog has been trained Fox Movietone News complete
The annual spelling bee was a meeting of the Fredonia Valley by an underworld gang to act as this splendid program.
T e d Koeningsmark, of MurHamihon
Brenda Kay, Mr. and Mrs. CharElgin
les Broclaneyer and daughter. physboro, Ill.; Richard Gatt, of won by Hilda Jane Vir.son, an Homemakers Club at Mrs. Kern- a contact with another gang in a
eighth grade pupil of Mrs. John mer's home.
Calvert
millior:-dollar theft, and his disBulova
Sandra, Mrs. Margaret Zuermueh- Kansas City, Mo., and Charles
Join in the Laughter
appearance arouses the crooks to
len, Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Litch- Dean Akridge were the Sunday Rice. Hilda is ,the daughter of
This was the last lesson on
Waltham
Seth Thomas
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Raymond
Vinson
Of
frantic action. Baffled by his ad& FRIDAY
THURSDAY
field, Mr. and Mrs. Noble Paris, dinner guests of Mr. Akridge's
the Enon community. Running food and meal planning and the ventures with mysterious corpses
Mr. and Mrs. Dock Baker and parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Akfood leaders, Mrs. Orval Prowell
sixth
in
the
contest was "Squeaat CAPITOL THEATRE
which he finds in all sorts of
children, Joyce Nell and Buddy, ridge. All three boys are students
ky" Rogers, a sixth grade pupil and Mrs. Ed Phelps, had a meal places, and by the suspicious na0
4 Mr. J. A. Wilson, Miss Lilly Wil- at Murray College.
prepared
from
frozen
food.
Mary Elizabeth Barnes.
Mrs. Cecil Brasher, Mrs. Coy of
ture of the police to whom he
son, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Yates,
Phone 3211
During the business session, a takes his troubles, the hero has a
"Squeaky", who was the last boy
Farley GRANS
Hugh Yates, Mr. and Mrs. Char- Moore and Mrs. Jennie Brasher
goal
of
$75.00
was
set
as
the
to be spelled down, is the sor.
terrible time before the complicales Baker, Mr. and Mrs. Elbert attended the funeral of Freeman
Shelley
WRITERS
club
contribution
to
the
Dawson
of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Rogers
tions are all straightened out.
Beck and children, Bobby, Jim- Henry at the Dunn Funeral Home
Springs 4-H Camp.
••
of Fredonia.
in
Kuttawa
Both
stars
Monday
turn
in
hilarious
afternoon.
my and Carol.
At the last meeting of the
Those present were Mesdames performances and, with Margalo
Mrs. W. M. Young, Mrs. W. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Trigg and
Griffin and Miss Imogene Wig- Junior Library Club, Laura Floyd Jones, Virgil Coleman, Gilmore as the mother-in-law,
sor., William Robert, of Lexingginton were in Evansville Tues- Brown presided and Donna Quer- Glen Rogers, G. C. Ferguson, J. William Demarest as the hardtcei, spent the weekend with
4.10 •••00
termous was acting secretary.
J. Rogens, Orval Prowedl, Ed bitten cop, Lon Chaney as t h e
day.
her parents. M:. and Mrs. W. M.
Members
of
the
Phelps,
Russell
Melton,
Home
EconomHoward
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver and chilYoung.
dren, of Decatur, Ill., are visiting ics Classes are preparing for a Easley, Arlie Vinson., Charlie
Mr. and Mrs. George Johnson his aunt,
style show to be- given in the Wilson, Bill Conway and Larry
Mrs. Charlie Stone.
and son, Kenny, of Paducah, were
Kemmer.
The W. M. S. of the Baptist gymnasium Monday, May 5.
the weekend guests of her parMrs. John. Cox, _awls of 1949,
Church met with Mrs. T. L.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Henson..
Grubbs Wednesday afternoon. In and her young son, Charles Rus- Cobb
Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. Moore the absence of the program lead- sell, war e visitors at Fredonia
Mrs. Malcolm P'Pool was hostand daughter, Bonita, of Prince- er, Mrs. Herman Brenda, Mrs. High, Friday afternoon.
ess to the Cobb homemakers on
Mrs. Hampton Morse, nee Julie
ton. were the weekend guests of Grubbs had charge of the proTuesday, April 22.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Coy gram, with Miss Georgia Boaz Keel, class of 1950, was a visitor
The m aj o r lesson on frozen
Thursday
at
Fredonia
High.
Moore.
giving the devotional. 'Members
foods was under the direction of
WAYNE
The
following
home
economics
present were Mrs. Leslie Bright,
Mrs. Lucille P'Pool and Mrs. /3111
Mrs. Elbert Beck, 'Mrs Gross girls will attend a district F. H. Carrington. Each member helped
110116
These slacks are slated
Fergerson, Miss Georgia Boaz, A. meeting at Murray April 29. to prepare the meal.
•
Mrs. Charlie Wilson, Mrs. Arlie They are Bonnie Oates,. Doris
to become the backNOM
After lunch, the meeting was
• _I
Oliver, Jeanie Harper, Jear: Sig"MAN PROM 110110111A"
Vinson,
Mrs.
W.
B.
,Watts,
Mrs.
Spring
bone of y our
called to order by the president,
ler,
Ruby
Baker,
Patsy
Dortch,
J. J. Rogers and Mrs. Grubbs.
ALSO! NO. 9 "MYSTERIOUS ISLAND" — COLOR CARTOON
Mrs. grit.- Bryant. For the devoand Summer wardMr, and Mrs. Oliver and chil- Lynda Askew, Jo Ann Butts, Sational
'Mrs.
Elijah
Lamb
read
the
Lightrah
Ray,
Margarette Jones and
robe.
dren, and Mrs. Charlie Stone,
24th chapter of Psalms. "Hints in
weight fabrics
spent Sunday as guests of Mr. Sharron Rogers. They will be accompanied by Mrs. Floyd Jones plenning your spring garden"
and
Mrs.
compleFloyd
Oliver in Eddy—
was the thought for the month.
and Miss Cleo Hart.
ville.
mentary col.
•
The
following
girls
The minor lesson on citizenship
were
enPRE-RELEASE SHOWING!
Missionary Society of the First
ors. Comfortertained with a party at the was under the leadership of Mrs.
world
among the first In
Presbyterian Church held the
priced.
bl
Warner
regular monthly meeting at the home of Mrs.. Harmon Morse Rudolph Morris. M r s. Elijah
1
to see this eg
home of Mrs. John-F.. Rice Thurs- Tuesday night: Helen Boitnott, Lamb led the group in games 41cl
adventure.
Margaret Howton, Eleanor Pow- songs.
day
afternoon. Members 'present
MARK CUNNINGHAM
Gene
Sigler,
Loell,
Sadie
and
Members present were Mrs. Luwere Mrs. John. Abnett and Mrs.
IRON-NERVED
Florence Parr, of Marion; Mrs. retta Howton, Patsy Dortch, Ruby cille P'Pool, Mrs. Bill Carrir.gton,
Complete bramace Service
Baker
and
Nancy
Travis.
Mrs. Elijah Lamb, Mrs. One BryW. M. Griffin, 'Miss Imogene
ill West Market St.
WHOSE NAKED COURAGE
The
eighth
grade
girls
preparant, Mrs. Rudolph Morris, Mrs.
Wigginton, Mrs. W. M. Young
Mrs. Cecil Brasher, Mrs. W. B.1 ed and served a luncheon in the Malcolm P'Pool, Mrs. Geneva
THE CITY
FORGED
Conway, Mrs. L. W. Guess and Home Economics room April 24. Murphy, Mrs. Earl Wood and
ON A HILL!
Mrs. Guy Leuellen. Visitors were
Mrs. Rice. One visitor was pres- The teachers were guests.
_ Mrs. Charles Merrick, Mrs. Jogai
ent. During the 'program 'Mrs.
Mae Cartwright.
Adams and Stella Louise Leuel"`.'.0:1„..::Vit •
John A•bnett and Mrs. Cecil
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Franics and
Brasher gave a report on Presby- Miss Ethel Bright spent Sunday len.
terial, which t hey attended
with Rev. and Mrs. Roy Francis, teenth birthday Sunday.
Hopkinsville Monday of last week. Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas George
Mrs. Wilford Baker attended
We Pay Highest Cash
McWorthy deliver- visited Mrs. W. C. Turpin SunCarlos
Rev.
*d^
funeral services of Mr. Will Pared the message Sunday night at day.
Prices For Horses, Cows rish in Salem Monday afternoon.
church.
White
Sulphur
Baptist
Somebody
And Hogs. We Operate Mr. Parrish passed away in the Dbitglas Allan George took Yogi Berra of the Yankees and
Said Their
Riverside hospital in Paducah
Sanitary Trucks With Sunday after a long illness. He dinner with Mr and Mrs. George Jim Hegan of the Indians were
Kiss Was
the only American League catchFrisco's
French Sunday.
Leakproof Beds. Prompt, was a resident ofmovingJimmie
the Fredonia
First
Francis took dinner ers who played in 100 or more
community before
to Sal-1
Courteous Service.
Earthquake'?
with Bobby Lewis on his thir- games during the 1951 season.
em some time ago.
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"BEHAVE YOURSELF", NOW SHOWING
AT CAPITOL, SPARKLING COMEDY

A. Woodall Insurance Agency

WALKER HAS IT
Ladies' and Gents'
Wrist Watches

Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
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QUALITY
SLACKS

SATURDAY
MAY 3

CAPITOL

" JOHNNY
MACK

Fabric Choice
Color Choice

1

/AV

BROWN

SUNDAY & MONDAY, MAY 4-5

0

DEAD STOCK
REMOVED

Joel

95
15.95

McCREA
Yvonne

Be CARLO

*

*

*

We Pick Up Small Animals
Free Of Charge

olditainefa
Princeton's Finest Dept. Store"

•

•

*

KENTUCKY
RENDERING WORKS
Phone 3698

Princeton
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White Sulphur News

FOOD SALE

Miss Minnie Mae Cartwright
spent the day with Miss Patricia
Bradshaw Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Young
and Mrs. William Egbert a nd
daughter spent the day with Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Young Sunday.
Mrs. George Francis visited Mr.
R. V. Hopper, who is on the sick
list, Sunday.
Miss Patricia Bradshaw spent
Saturday night with Miss Minnie

Kentucky Utilities Office

ATTENTION

Saturday, May 3
For 4-H Camp at
Dawson Springs.
Sponsored by

Otter Pond Homemakers

SPRING PAINT-UP SPECIAL

sa

\•

We will endeavor to show the savings and advantages of using
Propane Gas as a Tractor Fuel.

it.
We will have a Ferguson 30 that has one of our Installations on
will have two Factory Representatives with

US.

Everyone is cordially invited to be there.
Sponsored by:

INCETON PETER WOOD GAS COMPANY, INC.
C P'POOL TRACTOR & IMPLEMENT COMPANY

aPN

„miotet•

.
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will MEV KAMER - RICHARD ERDMAN • FLORDICE BATES
Added Treats!
PARAMOUNT NEWS

POPEYE CARTOON

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY, MAY 6-7
4t

*

NGING FUN FOR

*

15 eif,STARS!...7;-VERYONEI

4418ei

;

• ,
ITS A

u

Both
for $1.80

MAi•
4!"I *YNI4 •%IVYiil'Sii

THURSDAY & FRIDAY, MAY 8-9

DAN DAILEY
Phone 2583

•

PLUS! WALT DISNEY CARTOON — SNOW SPORTS

a

McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store

•*

ETHEL BARRYMORE • GARY COOPER
VAN JOHNSON • GENE KELLY •JANET LEIGH
POWELL
FREDRIC MARCH -WILLIAM
••111Pel • OM Si

GLOSS or SEMI-GLOSS Ihmansol
AND 2"NYLON BristIo Brush

W. Market

SAN FRANCISCO
STORY

/11

DISCO

Hoes a real saving—a MI pint of
DUCO Ilimmid and • long-lasting
Web& orbs brush —perfect for
IrosismisM panting—at• big worthwhile iniabig.
It barmy to add now beauty to
furniture, walls, and woodwork with
esang DUCO Gloss Enamel or soft
DUCO Simi-Gloss Enamel. Yea, and
miry to-ure DUCO Imre its original
beauty —.AA*Mays white,colorsstay
Might.
Stop in today for your "paint-up
Soiscier ... you sow* 69c.

THE

X

one pint of

May 6th, at H. C. P'Pool's Garage.

We

5
9
°I

proudly
announces
the booking
and
early showing
of a great
and
wonderful
movie
THE CRAM'WOHDERfla
STORY Of THAT lOYABLE,
ORINH/N1
DIZZY
DEAN

Tractor - Owners
saving
If you own and operate a tractor and are interested in
money, you are invited to attend a meeting at 7:30 Tuesday Night,

101:11,3111

JOANNE DRU
(Watch +or date

WOMAN
DANGEROUS
Pool *I Nor is Ras . Port of Him .5
liteceee All of He is Exciting;

hursclay, May
THE PRINCETON LEADE

1,

PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

talk on the 4-H
,
vs
Cravats. The girls in Unit U were
is to be built at Dew
i ;Lit' sgis
Tourist Requests Jump
Thelma Mitchell and Maryianna
The next meeting
Wood.
25,000 In Past Year
May 7.
Visfidiver gave
wilMs
Wilma
received
Kentucky
The State of
requests for tourist infor86,802
FIRST CHRISTIAN
mation during the year ending
Guthrie or any three 4msGeo. W. Filer, Minister
July 7, 1908. Mrs. E. L McLin William
1\
new $600,000 April 15, according to figures
law
the
to
agreeable
of
sworn
Dedication
first
Floring
Mary
ORE \
Services:
and little daughter,
(Last Week's News)
Kentucky Luke compiled by the Division of Pubnearest
the
out
at
00
mark
Hotel
and
view
do
Kenlake
Sunday
NEvect
Church School at 9:45 a. m.
ence, went to Cerulean
Joe Pat Sheridan presided at a State Park was held Saturday, licity.
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way for a Toad from
Worship Service at 11:00 a• m. for a visit to Mrs. MeLin's par- and best
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of the Junior Library
socvk
meeting
the
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by
on
received
ferry
tfurtoris
Ward,
were
Samuel
requests
Nabb,
The
Henry
CYF meets at 6.00 p. m. each ents, Ms, and Mrs. R. P.
DonIyinell
Cumberland river to intersect the Club on April 7, and
conservation, announced.
the Divisions of Publicity ar.ti
near Ceruleiin.
Sunday.
secretary.
program included an Parks and the Department of
road leading from Dover to 'Ed- ahoo was acting
The
• • •
,
Evening Worship at 7:30.
e
h
t
Eight seniors attended
Saturday,
dyville and make report thereof
Highways. The number was far
open-house all day
Choir Rehearsal each WednesJuly 10, 1908. By agreement the to the next court as the law di- Senior Day meeting at Murray on April 19, with a banquet that ahead of the figures for last year,
m.
p.
7:00
day at
April II. They were Mary Asdrug stores of the city now close rects.
night. The featured speakers when about 62,000 requests were
kew, Barbara Lee Cartwright,
Secreat ten o'clock every night with
received.
were Oscar Chapman, U.S.
CENTRAL PrLESBYTERIAN
the exception Of Saturday night.
September 25, 1908. A bean re- Barbara Jones, Evelyn Riley, tary of Interior, Governor LawRev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
Marshall L. Peace, director of
This agreement went into effect mained in the ear of Aaron Cum- D4ck Rice, John Turley, Leo Hill,
Senator
rence W. Wetherby, and
SUNDAY
publicity, said that the volume
They
Phelps.
Ivy
Marion
night.
and
Wednesday
nights
guests
tlfree
mins three days and
Clements. Other
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
of requests this year will probMiss Cleo Earle C.
• • •
as a result of a. playful prank last were accompanied by
of honor included Senator ably show another big gain.
10:55 a. m., Morning Service
Cartwright.
Ivan
James
and
Hart
July 14, 1908. An automobile in Saturday.
Tom R. Underwood and Conrad About 1,100 a day are being re6:00 p. m. Youth Meeting
• • •
At the meeting of the Junior
Princeton while not quite a curiWirth, director of the National ceived now and the number is
7:00 p. m. Worship Service
Paul
14,
on
April
Club
Library
September 26, 1908. George W.
osity to 'all of us, is never-the-less
Park Service.
WEDNESDAY
expected .to jump to 2,000 within
Phelps
Wanda
presided.
Vinson
and interesting. Pettit, Sr., who has been quite
Mr. Chapman was invited to the next few weeks.
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service something new
'secretary.
as
acted
During the past several days sick at his home SoutR of hewn
the dedication because the
Information seekers from all
Harold Hackney, class of 1948, attend
we've noticed at considerable dis- the past two weeks is very much
Park Service, which opNational
OGDEN METHODIST
Air
Lackland
at
stationed
now
states and many foreign counout.
be
soon
mill
light
end
electric
improved
and
popular
parks
our
the nation's
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor tance,
.0 • Base, Texas, was a recent visitor erates
to the State last year,
manager. Mr. G. G. Flower, flymonuments, is in the Department tries wrote
Worship, 8:30 o'clock.
home in Enon.
his
at
E.
T.
Rev.
1908.
auto3,
new
October
The state ,with the
brand
,said.
a
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long
Peace
ing around
Mr. Wirth has
Teachers attending K. E. A. of Intirior.
Church School, 9:54 o'clock.
mobile recently purchased by Richey preached at Woodland
the develop- largest number of requests was
in
interest
an
taken
o'clock.
11:00
Morning Worship,
Church, Union county, last Satur- were Jack Byrd, W. L. Nichols, ment of state parks, and his son,
him.
Ohio, with 10,345. IJlir.ois sent
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
• • •
day and Sunday, and reports a Cleo Hart, Mary Elizabeth Ted Wirth, was one of the landMyrtle
Morse,
Lucille
Barnes,
9,099 and Indiana 5,070.
o'clock
time.
good
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architects who worked on
July 28, 1908. Hugh Goodwin,
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Brandon, Merle Nickell, and 'Mr. scape
Foreign requests totaled 2,678.
Evening Worship, 7:00 o'clock. of Otter Pond, went to Bowling
Phone 2142
grounds and
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of
development
105 W. Court Square
October 16, 1908. Mayor M. 3. and Mrs. Guy Nichols. Mr. NichWednesday Evening Service,
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Kentucky Lake
at
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Green yesterday to be present at
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representing
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Charols
Mr.
brother,
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and
Groom
o'clock
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y
is sent material covering Kenthe graduating exercises at the
State Park.
les Groom, ,with othere have re: Caldwell county.
- Western Kentucky State Normal.
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met
Club
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The
business
tuezie:d
from
FIRST BAPTIST
a
His sister, 'Ruby Goodwin, is a
when the contract for and full information on S t a te
u.e trip through the Panhandle on April 21. Doris Carner presid- governor
H G. M. Hatter, Pastor
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Sue
and
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There
Texas.
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Parks. Special information is also
=111 INN MN MN
The hotel was opened March 15,
in the Western Kentucky party secretary.
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
given in a large number of cases.
were
3,000
Over
July 31, 1908.
Mrs. Raymond Cannon and and is now in operation, but the
including the mayor and his
6:15 p.m. Training Union
ReCunningham
present al the
young son, David, of Nashville, formal dedication was postponed
NET CURTAINS
brother.
Featuring
7:30 p. m. Evening Worship
union held near Trigg Furnace,
• • •
and Mrs. Amble Fuller were until a later date to get every- Style Review Given
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
of Orlon
Woven
Trigg county.
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a
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OctobeL23, 1908. Since the first guests at Fredonia High, Mon7:30 p. m.
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met
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August 25, 1908. An immense'
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here
between
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ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
crowd, estimated at between 600
ville resulting in great damage.to ited Fredonia High recently were tucky Lake, 15 miles from Mur- der by Richard Burchett, who led
PRINCETON
•L
Wastr=oliusbrinisengkgsh,
and 700 peopre, assembled at OtOteeiferille
Pastel Rayon
miles from Paducah
CHURCH Cir, THE IMMACU- ter Pond Baptist Church Sunday, woodlands, grass fields and fen- Frankie Wright, class of 1949; ray and 40
pledges to
•
and Hopkinsville. It has 58 rooms, the club in saying the
LATE CONCEPTION, EARL- the occasion being thicdedication ces. especially is this the case Bobble Tackwell, class of 1948;
Marquisettes
club flags.
• Dainty net patterns
a large lobby and lounge, dining the U. S. and the 4-H
along the Illinois Central Rail- and Shirley Jean Pideock.
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by Sue Gilpr
• Standard
ir1 w
indouiengths
95
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Friday
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o'clock.
Mass at 8
with their plans for the following
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And Blue
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be
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speaker.
Race
Wins
Marquisette
Presidential
Each Side 40x90
Mass at 10:00 o'clock.
A program on 4-H Club Rally
are visiting relatives south of
Kenlake'Was selected as the
Richard Dalton, class of 1948,
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock. Princeton.
Ida Lou Lamb
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Days
Permanent
Finish
$4.45 pr.
now in training at Ft. Benning, name for the hotel in a contest
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gave a demonstration on ironireg
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of
conducted
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Each
Ga., made his first parachute
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jump last week.
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cedings-1809. On the motion of
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Corbin.
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at
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Barbara James and Shelby recently visited his parents in
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
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Cartwright,
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class,
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and
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BAPTIST
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Dainty Calico Prints
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
Sunday with Mr. living in Princeton, Illinois, was Kentucky Chamber of Commerce,
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Rev. William Borntraeger is Rev. John L. Washburn, Pastor children spent
Assorted Colors
,
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and Mrs. Owen Morris.
pastor and the Rev. Richard SUNDAY
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of
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Sulphur
m.
a
Sunday School 10:00
:lements is assistant pastor.
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Morning Worship, 11:00 a. m.
erAs'5Day. is just
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Training Union Rally held at Mac- Homemakers To Observe Edward Ray Completes
FAIRVIEW nAPTIST
Mot$
_ Training Union, 6:00 p. m.
(Roy Francis, Jr., pastor)
edonia Baptist Church, Thursday Home Demonstration
Evening Services, 7:00 p. m.
In
Korea
Army
School
Finish
bround the corner.
Permanent
Sunday School every Sunday THURSDAY
night, April 17.
Pfc. Edward B. Ray, Route 1,
April
27-May
Week
3
Make your mother
Organdy
afternoon at 2:30.
Prayer Meeting each Thursday • Mr. and Mrs. Hayden Board
graduated receelly from the drivNational Home Demonstration
Preaching every second and night, 7:00 p. m.
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
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Inch
8
er training school operated by the
Week will be observed this year
Shelley Kenneday.
fourth Sunday afternoons at
Army Transportation SecEighth
from our shop
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Each Side 95x90
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Guill from April 27 to May 3 by the tion in Korea.
2:30.
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wrap.
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pr.
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Private First Class Ray is a
Sunday School, 10:00 a. m.
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of
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Battery,
Norman Lee Milton, Supt.
During the year, Extension's
Mr. and Mrs. George Francis
Lengths From 54" to 108"
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
Services every second an d and Jimmie visited Mr. and Mrs. ort-of-school educational program 9th Field Artillery Battalion:,
In Tailored Or Ruffles
pastor
Nylons
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett,
fourth Saturday at 7:30 p. m. and Robert Young and daughter.
was responsible for homemaking MOVE TO TENNESSEE
M
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CUNNINGHA
Radio Service, Sunday at 7:30 every second and fourth Sunday . Mr. and Mrs. Lelan Traylor, of improvements made by 325 homeand Widths
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All
resiDrake,
B.
R.
Mr. and Mrs.
at 11:00 a. m.
a. m.
Bowling Green. spent the week- makers. Of these 60 per cent were dents of this city for the last 30
Service
Insurance
Complete
Prayer service every Tuesday end with her parents, Mr. and farm families and 35 per cent years, 'have moved to Martha,
Sunday School-9:45 a. m.
111 West Market St.
at 7:00 p. m.
Morning Worship 11 a. m.
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Mrs. Robert Your.g.
Tenn., where they will reside on
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Training Union-6 p. m.
The theme for National Home a farm. Mr. Drake formerly was
Rev. and Mrs. Clyde Abbott
QUINN
BAPTIST
Evening Worship-7 p. m.
is
"Today's employed as a police patrolman
spent the weekend with Mr. and Demonstration Week
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday, Rev. Herold Christian, Pastor
Home Builds Tomorrow's World." here.
• Sunday School every Sunday Mrs. Ted Abbott.
7 p. m.
Mr. Lacy Keel and family During the, past year homemak
at 10:30 a. m.
. Cbrydso V.111 Barasega Soda., eases.
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a
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Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
gave
Rev. J. R. Puckett, pastor
held its regular monthly meeting of Keetucky. Homemakers realize voluntary local leaders who
Young People's Service 6:00
energy
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time
their
of
freely
so
10 a. m. Sunday School
meals
attractive
'well
planned
that
at the church Monday night, April
p.m.
11 a. m. Morning Worship
t
14. There were 10 members and add much to the health of their in helping to translate scientific,
Evangelistic Service 7 p. m.
technical, and cultural informa6 p. m. Training Union
two visitors present. The visitors entire family.
prayer
evening
Wednesday
7. p. m. Evening Worship'
Crafts have been a popular sub- tion into terms that are easily
were enrolled in the membership
service 7:00 p.m.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday, of the W. M. U.
ject with local homemekers. Mist understood..
7 p.
Any community who requests
Eliza Nall, Arts and Crafts county
BLUE SPRING BAPTIST
leader, announced that 1,017 pie-, it may organize. a home demonRev. Wade Cunningham, Pastor FREDONIA BAPTIST
ces of reed have been made as stratiOn "club,",stated Mn.'Homer
Services every Sunday, 11:00
•
Rev. W. B. Watts, Pastor
• the reeult of two lessons taught Mitchell, county president.
a. m. and 7:00 p. m.
. Services every' Sunday. 11:00
Plans for observing the week
by Hoke Agent Wilma Vandiver.
Sunday School every Sunday at • Sunday School 9:45 a. m.
Home.Demonstration Week is a locally include a craft display
10:00. a. m.
+4,
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry voluntary
a. in. ind 7:30 p.
on-the-job educational and an attempt to reaching nonPr aye r service, Wednesday
Dial 3211
Training Union 6:30 p. m.
•i 0
000
.
14
Ir
program for women. The program members.
7:00 p. m.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m.
MEN!
•
Services each Saturday before

At The Churches

News From The Past

Fredonia High
School Brevities

hto 1 1952

Open House Held
At Kenlake Hotel

BULOVA
641edeint.t.
21 JEWELS

5

a

DENHAM'S JEWERLY STORE

l

The DRAPERY SHOP.
CURTAINS

▪ Sulphur News
White

KEACH'S In Hopkinsville

Prescriptions A
Specialty

second Sunday, 2:30 p. m.

FREDONI1 CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
k"..TMBERLAND
Rev. Ray Wigginton, Pastor
l'RESBYTERIAN
Sunday School 9:45 a. in.
Pastor
Earl
Phelps,
Rev.
Youth Fellowship, 6:15 p. na.
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m.
Preaching each first and third
11
Morning Worship,
a. m.
Sunday, 11:00 a. m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. m.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m.
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. m.
FIRST
FREDONIA
Prayer meeting every Wednesday at 7:45 p. m.. followed by PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
choir rehearsal.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m.
LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH
CHURCH OF CHRIST
!Rev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
202 West Locust Street
Services every second Sattn day
Lige Cook, Minister
night, at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday
Bible study Sunday, 10:00 cm.
at 11 a. m.
Preaching and communion each
Sunday School at 10 a.m, and
Sunday, 11:00 a. m.
services on fourth Sunday at 11
Evening service 7:00 p. m.
a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
Bible study Wed. 7:00 p. m.

NOW...The permanent so lavishly rich it's
like whipping cream compared to skim milk.
Gives you loveliest of waves, aster,easier!
•CREATES UNRIVALED SOFT NATURALNESS THAT LASTS
.WAVES SAFELY, GENTLY, IN LITTLE AS 10 MINCES

Rev. Opal MI; pastor
un
Sday
School 1 .m.

CRESWELL BAPTIST
Rev. Herbert Lewis, Pastor
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
WHITE SULPHUR
Preaching every Sunday, 11:00
Rev. Herbert N. Lewis, Minister
a. m.
Sunday School-10:00 a. m.
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:16
Ed Young, Supt.
Morning Service-11:00 a. m. P. m•
Training Union-6:30 p. M.
GENERAL BAPTIST
Everett Hogan, Director
Rev. Carroll Yarbrough, Amber
Evening Service-7:30 p. m.
Sunday School every Sunday,
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday- 9:45 a. in.
Worship Sp4ee every Sunday,
7:00 n m.
Attend the church where you 11:00 a. in, rid 7: P. m.
Prayer rvice Wednesday, 730
will receive a cordial welcome.
p. m.
SECOND BAPTIST
MT. OLIVET GENERAL
Rev. H D. Knight, pastor
BAPTIST Sunelay School 9:45 a. m.
Rev. C. A. Travis, Pastor
Morning worship 11 a. m.
Regular services every fourth
Training Union 6 p. m.
Sunday School 10:00 a. in. evEvening worship 7 p. m.
ery Sunday.
Wednesday service 7 p mi.

180lip MAULER V8FIRST
113CLASSESIIECONOMY110

.APPUES EASIER, CLINGS TO HAIR WHILE PROCESSING
•••••,..

DONALDSON BAPTIST
EDDY CREEK BAPTIST
Rev. W. Be Ladd, Pastor
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Sunday School, 10 a. en.
Preaching each' first and third
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
Sunday, 11:00 a.m. and 7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship, 7:45 p. m.
Sunday School every Sunday
(Second-Fourth Sundays)
10:00 a. m.
Prayer meeting, Wed., 7:45 p.m.
Prayer meeting each Wednesday preceding first and third SunFREDONIA PENTECOSTAL

Li

•

IT'S SALON-FAMOUS

NUTRIIONIC

çØt'

with the pa_t_gnksi oil crease base

000 Oc.O.
aciC•saales.

RUST $102111111111 211#01•Tonic is grand for
littl• girls, too. Wcrriss gently ',I so quickly
limy don't tire out.
If you ker. plogic curl- $176
or', buy Om PRM
I ...
DI LIS X g SIT wl* 2 sizes
winos
plastic curlers 22.25
Ow ton
WNEEEEE111110111.12.1111 ARS owar•..

Tilt the bottle. Compare. You'll see
Nutrl-Tonic's lavish richness instantly ... the richness that gives
Loveliness never before possible.
Almost 3,i is pgjenjit oil creme base.
Waves safely in little as 10 minutes. Applies easier. Clings to hair
while processing. Has much more
pleasant odor. Hair rarely needs
setting between shampoos.
Nutri-Tonic's richness makes the
richest, loveliest of all permanents
•••ie• patintid.

NUTRI-TONICoIPLERMMENT
WOOD DRUG STORE
with ptide?Usd

Phone 2075

Miaow of rimemais heavies Me WM.
Irak moilemerk hem lime ghee he beawy
mhos, pawl W

Here is truly dramatic proof that Chrysler's
great new Firepower 180 HP V-8 engine design
seta an entii-ely new standard of efficiency
among Amencan passenger car engines!
In this annual economy test, rigidly supervised, and limited strictly to stock car entrants,
care competing are divided, by price and Mae,
into 11 standard dames. The route, from Los
Angeles to Sun Valley, covered 1,415 miler' of
every possible kind of driving. Average speed
for all cars was just under 41 miles per hour.
And In 3 of the 11 classes, the Chrysler V-8
engine Walt best for gasoline mileage.
In Class "F", this magnificent new engine
won first place for a Saratoga 6-pamenger
2-inch wheelbase, 4010 pounds).
sedan (12544'
In Class "H",it won first honors for a Saratoga
model 8-passenger 'sedan (139 kli-inch
bane, 4510 poundal. And in the top price and
size, Class "I", it'equi again first, in a Ciir sler

Crown Imperial Sedan 045'i-inch wheelbase,
5360 ranind/41.
To travel these substantial cars at this speed
under those conditions given additional proof,
we believe, that here in the FirePower V-8
engine in the finest and moat efficient engine
,--ever put into an American paimenger usr!
WE INVITE YOU TO DRIVE
THIS ENGINE, YOURSELF .• •
The same engine which has just scored these
farther
remarkable Accomplishments is no
from you than your own Chrysler bealer. He
will welcome the chance to let you take the
wheel and feel for yourself what Chryslia. has
done . . . hot only in iiimpLne performance, but
in power steering, power brakes, new shock
almorbera, musiesiger comfort ... to deserve the
dr
title: "Finest Car A ~rico Has Yet Prisho,

i
cl

r
R the finest car Interica 11051 yet produced
RysLE

HODGE MOTOR SALES AND IMPL. COMPANY
W. Main

.

phone 2093

Princeton, Ky.

p.

Ma 1, 1932

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

A PICTURE STORY OF

RU-CO-B LOX
THE TESTED BLOCK MADE IN A MODERN PLANT

TORE
'hone 2142

When building you want to build with materials you know will last forever . .. by building with RU-CO-BLOX you are assured of lasting durability. This quality block has been used for years with satisfaction by
people who are known to use the best. The next time you build, use
RU-CO-BLOX, "The Tested Block."
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There is no guess work in the making of RU-CO-BLOX,
all the materials are weighed and measured to the exact amount to make RU-CO-BLOX perfect.
RU-CO-BLOX are picked up and tested by an independent laboratory to insure that the high quality and durability of RU-CO-BLOX is maintained. RU-CO-BLOX
have always met the high standards of the independent laboratory.
RU-CO-BLOX meet the specifications set by the American Society For Testing Materials(ASTM), Government specifications and specifications set by the Corps
of Engineers. To meet such rigid specifications RUCO-BLOX must be perfect.
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Jack Stewart, manager of Ruby's Block Plant, Is shOwn weighing the materials that go into
the making of Rts-calmox. These materials are delivered in railroad cars and hoisted
into the weighing tower before being lowered to the smaller mixing units.

After the materials are weighed they are dumped into a mixer where water is added and
then mixed. The complete block mix is then lifted by a small hoist car and dumped into
the block making machine. The above picture shows one of 30 styles, types and sizes of
RU-CO-BLOX being removed from the modern block making machine ready to be set on
drying racks.

111801111.11X
RUBY LUMBEO\CO.
/
MADISONVILLE, KY.
TESTED CONCRETE MASONRY

RUBY LUMBER COMPANY
MADISONVILLE — PROVIDENCE

Before the finished RU-CO-BLOX are moved to the curing yard they are first set in a high
temperature-regulated steam curing room. The 1812-CO-BLOX stay here for 17 hours and
then are taken by the truck-lift, in the above picture, to the curing yard where the famous
RU-CO-BLOX are air-cured.
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Company's big truck from
Another load of RU-CO-BLOX being loaded on Ruby Lumber
250,000 are being used. Over
the massive curing yard going to Fort Campbell whetie,over
good. Rithy's will haul blocks
8 million RC-00-1131,07( have been sold, so they must be
yard for them.
to your job, or you can have your own truck come to the curing
('uring Yard. The block plant is
At the left is Ruby Lumber Company's Block Plant and
five thousand RU-00-11LOX each
one of the most modern in Kentucky and produces over
cured at once.
day. The curing yard Is of such massive she that 200 thousand can be

TODAY!
MADISONVILLE
IN
PLANT
BLOCK
OUR
VISIT

WHEN YOU WANT TO BUY, SELL, RENT
exchange city or fann property see me.
Everything in
Real Estate, Property Management, inanranee,
Ronda.
Chas. J. White.Dial 2375 - Office Over Penney's
or

PUHE LARD: 50 lb. can,
Ur Ovid Hut is a patient in
Mrs. Arden ilistlist, the Ur" suffering from k threat
Crockett, 2 lb. box, 21e. Qultes a Nashville Hospitel for ari•ex- Mrs. Elnora Adams, Mr. mdUra.
and appendicitis.
Grocery,. •
44-lie ambuition.
Robert McAlister, Jr., WNW.Wm Mrs:
WALLPAPER SALE: Buy now
Mollie Burres
FOR
RENT
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Several from here attended relatives here Wednesday,
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The City of Princeton will ac- this Baker recent
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er Hardware Co., Princeton,
closed bids 07.1 scaling, Several prom hare
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29 tie
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FOR SALE AT BEST PRICES: SALAD D(R.1151delE0G: Red
he in the hands of the City
Rose, Clerk
State tested and tagged fescue quart jar, 39c. Matches, carton
by Soon May 7, 1952.
, currON HOLLOWELL,,Mayor
and Ladino clover seed. At farm 35c, Quinn.* Grocer
y. 44-lie Attest: •
Of cjill 3119.
Collins-Shrewsbury, •
34-tfc FOR RENT: One light housekeep- Hattie C. Champion, Clerk
ing room for two Men. Also
TEELit'S PU.LLORUM CLEAN have room for one man to share
CHICKS: Certified Legherrns. with another. Ph o i.e 4082,
(By Miss Nola Wilson) .
Nationally Famous, Leading ' Princeton.
44-1tc Mothe
r nature has dressed her/3reede, Egg Contest Winners.
Started, Sexed Chicks, Crosses. FOR SALE: And immediate pos- self very beautifully, the woods
ree members 4)1
Free Brooding Bulletins, session; 1—thaded lewr., 6- with many shades of green, red..
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"up-town" greeh grass, but crops and garOrange Post 116
Hltehyard.
29-I4tp city home
— best laity in dens seem to be late.
recommend that immediate action be
DUZ OR OXYDOL: Large box; Princeton Call 3555: K.
token
Two of our life long citizens
oredyarmoviers Of A
consolidate the Caldwell County Schools
to
Curnrriins Insurance & Real Es- recently passed away. The burials
27c. Aomato Catsup, 14 oz. bottle, 15e. Quinn's Grocery. tate.
44- Ite at Rogers cemetery were well atand Princeton City Schools.
e
ehy.rn
looriietyiE llGifsar
44-Itc FOR SALE: Field grown cabbage, tended and the families have the
sympa
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of
their
friend
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FOR SALE: Porter paints for the tomato, pepper plants, and Nello Storm
We further recommend that Mr. R. w
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inside or oatside of your house sweet potato plants will be been visiting s., of Colorado, has
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a
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Co., phone 2093, W. Main street. Cecil Oliver.
44-ltp eral of , her .father
that
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Clift
on Clift be appointed assistant
, Me. OsCax
45-tic SINGER SEWING (MACHINE— Storms. .
superintendent.
PIANOS: New and used, an- Late model, round bobbin., drop- Hugh McGowan is the owner
tiques. Used furniture. STIN- 'head, first class condition, One of a new tractor and equipment. When he burns trash, he's careSON PIANO CO., 113 'N. 7th & cheap machine. Bobbin, shut- Mrs..Lorer.zo Hensley and lit- ful. He keeps
Joseph S. Barnes
the fire small
210 W. 7th Street, Hoprinsville. ties, bands, needles, oil, adjuLt- tle Airgi Jewell had pneumonia
Comm
ander, Post 116
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WANTED: Colored couple to live
Mrs.
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n Rogers, Sunday.
on place in Madisonville. Man FOR SALE: One used walnut bed TheLucie
keeps
constant watch and hoe
Storms, Hugh Mcto tend yard and garden, care room suite and one living room GowansClaud
and Waylon Rogers fam- water and tools at hand to
for chickens and horses. Must suite. Both in excellent condi- ilies attend
ed a birthday dinner control the fire. He's doing his
be able to ride. Woman to do tion. Priced reasonably. Call at Mr. Withe
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nen Ilioahint
Luand
general housework—no yok- 9124, Princeton.
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KEEP AMERICA GREEN
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Princeton, Ky.
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FOR RENT: Nice 5-room country
home. Located 4 miles out on
Crocker; J.'
Dawson road. For further information., call 2665.
March 1'1, 19E4
Jones, Jr.. a
44-1te : Glorify
your home with :
; Billy Martin;
This announcement is neither an offer to sell nor a sohcitatioz: of an offer '
OWN AND OPERATE YOUR: •
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•
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street, Sullivan, Missouri. Phone
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So Why Go Further When You Con'Get
What You Wont In Hopkinsville?
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235 S. Fifth St.

Louisville, Ky.
EstabIlished 1878

Lexington, Ky.
Danville, Ky.
Member New York Stock Exchange and Other Leadi
ng Exchanges
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G-E "SPEED
COOKING" AT
A REALLY LOW
PRICE!

•BIG MASTER OVEN!

Really big! Exact oven heat at
all times! Super Broiler for
type broiling!
charcoal-

• NI-SPEED CAIPROD® UNI
TS!
Five exact

cooking speeds, from simmer to
high! Fast, economical—
spills burn away!

•BIG THRIFT COOKER!

Six-quart deep-well cooker ideal
for

•NO-STAIN OVEN VENT!
Helps

deep-fat frying, soups, and stews
!

keep your curtains,,s4,8118—your
entire kitchen—sparkling clean!
You've got to see this range to
realize how many wonders of Gener
Electric "Speed Cooking" it bring
al
s you at this remarkable low

price!

Light as.feather for the warmest of weather,
these superbly

Come in today!
See an exciting
demonstration!

PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
R. Seminary
Phone MO
Authorized Dealer

styled Flonsheins sleets are

"air-conditioned" with the cool, open
-weave

us Ion that wears like the sloiceet of leathers.

COUNTRY ESTATE FACIAL SOAP
10 bars to plastic bag
49c
19 oz. con
PORK & BEANS, Ky. Beauty
MACKEREL, Half Hill
No. 1 con
10c
16 oz. can
IMPORTED SARDINES, Modesto,fonty
BRO
OMS, Silver Knight five sewed
Moroccan in olive oil,
each
891
No. /
1
4 can
3 for 55c
ORANGE or GRAPEFRUIT JUICE, Blue PEAS, Hearthstone
16 oz. can .
Bird, 46 oz. can . . 5 for $1.00
CRUS
HED PINEAPPLE, Silver River
COFFEE, Loving Cup, the coffee with
No.
2 can
the wonderful flavor, lb. . . . . 75c
25c
TABLE GARDEN SALAD DRESSING
32 oz. jar
39c
KRISPY CRACKERS, Sunshine
1 lb. pkg.
No. 14 can
25c
TOMATO SOUP, Phillips
FLOUR, Pure & White
10/
1
2 oz. can
25 lbs. plain
q 65
10c
SLICED PINEAPPLE, Lotus
TOMATO CATSUP, Scott County
No. 2 can
29c
12 oz. bottle
SARDINES, in oil or
loc TOM
6ATO JcUI
onCE, C. C. C. Brand
No./
1
4 size can
HUNT'S PEACHES
SARDINES, Oval in mustard or
No. 21
/
2 con
29c
tomato sauce, can .
15c
TURNIP GREENS, Gulf Kist
SAUER KRAUT, Scott County
No. 2 can
10c
No. 300 can
APPLE BUTTER, Farm Brand
25c
VIEN
4
oNA
. SAUSAGE, Roger Brand
28 oz. jor
can
17c
OLEOMARGARINE, Loving Cup
HI
HO
CRAC
KERS, Sunshine
/
1
4 lb. colored sticks, lb.
. . . 19c
1 lb. pkg.
WANTED 1000 Country Ham
s
Farmers bring your country
meat to your Red Front
We pay top prices.
SPECIAL PYREX DINNER
WARE $2.98
with $20.013 worth of
cash register receipts.
MEAT SPECIALS
SUGAR CURED JOWL
BOLOGNA
lb
15c
lb.
SLICED BACON,
1 lb. layers, lb.
. 33c
FRE
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